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Foreword

Including the Handicapped" is a six-module program designed to help Vocational Education Personnel
inchide handicappad students in regular classrooms.

This objective, is g_enerally referred to as "mainstreaming" or getting haaclicap_peti students into the
mainstream of society by providing them with a "favorable" and "normalized" learning environment.

The program contains six slide presentations synchronized with tape cassettes and a participant's text
containing learning activities.

The program was developed by Texas A&M UniversityJn cooperation with. Interaction; Inc., and the Texas
Education Agency's Department of Occupational and Technical Education.

The project was originated by Marc E. Hull, Ph.D., of the Vermont State Department of Education. Dr. Hull
also served as Chief Consultant to the project

Texas A&M University staff working on the project were: Linda H. Parrish, _Project Director; Marilyn Kok;
Editorial pecitalist; Robert Gish, Research Specialist; Jerry Davidson, Research Assistant; and Tina
Westphal; Secretary

Roy Clifford, President of Interaction, Inc., of Houston, Texas, prepared threprogram's-materials. Other
Interaction, Inc., stakserving on We project were Jan Georgianna Taylor, photographer, and Harold Holden;
artist.

The staff would like to express its appreciation to the following people for reviewing the_program's content
and assisting in-the collection of research dqa: Jane Francis; Eleanor Mikulin, Oscar Millican, Ward
Pendleton, Ray Sankowsky, Joann Ford, Nancy AtkinSon.
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The project staff would also like to express their appreciation to the following people for their cooperation in
providing locations and models for the project's photography efforts:

Aldine Senior High; Aldine indepeodint School District
Vern-oh-L. Lewis, Principal; MrS:' N. L. (Kitty) Spence; Assistant Principal; _Fred: H. Richardson, Assistant
Principali.Emmitt W. _Hill, Assistant Principal; Mrs. Claudia Bond, English Teacher; MrS, Margaret Eakin,
Health at cupations Teacher; Frank Dykstra; Vocational Education Teacher for _the. Handicapped; Mrs.
Betty J. Ennis, Vocational Adjustment Coordinator; -Mrs. Sally Cullotn, Vocational Edutation for the Hand-
icapped Teacher; Mrs: Wanda Glover; Teacher Aide; William G. (Bill) Minturn; Area Special Educational
Qonsultant; Ms. Joan Somma, Educational Diagnostician.

Hamilton Junior High School; Houston independent School District
Mr. T. D. Tyson, Principal; Mrs. Adele Robinson, Instruction Coordinator; Vanguard Program:

J. L. McCullough Junior-Senior High School, Conroe Independent School District
Mr. Biobby Wiese, Principal; Ms. Judy Van Dyke, Science Teacher.

Project staff would alSo like to thank school dittricts from the following towns for contributing to research
data: ....
Amarillo La Grange 6 San Antonio
Brenham La Porte Spring
Canyon McAllen Texarkana
Conrde Midland Tyler
Corpus Christi Nacogdoches Waco
Denton Navasota Weslaco
El Paso Odessa
Henderson Rockdale

We would_ also like to thank the Texas A&M University Printing Center personnel for an exCellent and
efficient job.



INITIAL CONCERNS
Y. HovPmuch time will the workshop regard?

Each module (slide/tape shOw and ac-
tivity) requires aeproximately one hour. With
careful choices and disciplined scheduling,
however, the workshop can take as little as
three hours, and if you use all the activities
the workshop could last three full days.

2. How many people can participate?
The workshop can succeed with as few

as- ten participants, and as many- as Er
hundred (or even more), Plan your activities
for the number you anticipate.

.3. What equipment will I need?
For the slide/tape shows you need six

Your Role
carousel containers and a slide projector.
You may use a tape recorder with autohiatic
advance (side one is synced), or you can
advance the slide yourself (side two has
tones).- Check each activity for necessaN
materials or equipment.

BEGINNING THE WORKSHOP
The success of the workshop depends largely

on the willingness of participants to contribute.their
.'" feelings and ideas. If you believe your_partickrants

feel comfortable with each other, just introduce the
ser..end begin with the slide show. If participants
d6T.I't know each other or if you think'they may be too
reserved to interact freely, you may want to start
with a short mixer.

1!

ACTIVITY: Mixer
Purpose: To establish a relaxed atmosphere for the workshop

Materials: Copies of the form below for each participant
Pencils

Time: 15 - 20 minutes
Instructioos: 1. Give each participanta copy of the formbelow.

2. Ask them to obtain a signature for each item listed. Give them no more than 10 minutes.
3. The person with the most signatures wins.
4. If your group is small, you may want to use the mixer to introduce eachparticipant (Who has

been to Europe? What is your name? When did you go?). This helps to encourage ,
participants to interact.

Form:
1. Firki a person who has been to Europe.
2. Find a person who owns a 79 Chevrolet.
3. Find a person with either all daughters or all sons.
4. Find a person who owns a recreational vehicle.
5; Find a person who went skiing last winter;
6. Firid a person who was born outside your state.
7. Find a person who saw a movie last weekend.'
8. Find a person who has never eaten Chinese food.
9. Find a person who subsCribes to Time magazine.

10. .Find a person with a daughter in college.



11. FInd a person who sleeps on .a witterbed.
12.: Find a person whose birthday is in December

.13. Find a person who collects-stamps.
14. Find a person carrying a Bic pen.

SHOWING THE SLIDES
1. With 80-slide carousels, Slides are less likely

to get caught in the machine.
2. If using the sync (side one), test it before the

workshop:Begin the slide show on a_blank.
The sync mechanism will advance the
projector onto the first slide.

3. Be sure the timer on the slide projector is on
manual.

4: Keep the scripts at the back of guide
handy. They will be especially helpfulif using
the manual advance (side two).

LEADING -THE ACTIVMES
1. Choose your Activities carefully. =Read

through the review in the workbook and
through the special Instructions in this guide.
Consider _your audience, available mate-
rials, and especially time_ If time allows, you
can use all the activities. The choice is yours.

2. Be sure to read both the participants' work-
book and your leader's guide:

3. Direct the activities not the participants.
Keep an open and relaxed attitude so that
participants feel free to express themselves.
If you set yourself up as an authority, partici-
pants will look toyou for answers rather than

--te-their-ewn-experienee-and wisdom.

1

4. Before begihning e _ activity vivito,* the in=
structions (as gi n in the workbooks) with
the participants.-_

5; Be sure necessa
are available.

aterials and equipment

6: Leave plenty of time but also keep the
workshop trioving. Ideally, a new actlyityibe-
gins beide participants tire of thb old.

7. Choose your closing remarks carefully:_
a. any activities require small 'groups. In

Your closing remarks bring the groups to-
gether again._

b. Leave participants with one or two Impor-
tant concepts. Let them know wliat they
gained from the activity.

c: Reiterate their conclusions_rather than
responding With your own. (Once again;
setting yourself up as an_ authority may
limit the participants' involvement)

ENDING THE WORKSHOP
Use an evaluation form to close your workshop.

We wauld appreciate seeing_ the results of this
evaluation. lease send a summary to:

Linda P rnsh
Interdis Unary Edocation
College o ducation
Texas A&M niversity _

College St ion, Texas 77843



MODULE 1

More and more handicapped students are' re-
ceiving their education in regular classes. This in-
tegration is taking place for moral, economic, and
legal reasons.

MORAL REASON .
In the past; many handicapped students (espe-

daily the more severely handicapped) have, not-
been given the opportunities in education they
have deserved as citizens. Public schools have
excluded orignored_handicapped people; -so that
their educational alternatives available haven't
been as plentiful as for regular students. Often
they've received education at home, in special in-
stitutions, otiin special classes.

ThIS isolation has had-a serious- impact ori the
independence of handicapped people and their
contribution to -society. -Because-they have had
only limited involvement in education; social life;
and employment, they tiave had very few positive
role models; experiences, or opportunities. There-
fore, edu;

to
agree that-they have a moral re-

sponsibil o break through-this isolation and give
handicapped youth equal educational benefits:

7

Including
the ksandicapped

ECONOMIC REASON
The second reason that handicapped youth re

now -being integrated into regular educati Is
economic: the savings-could be:enormous-A eri-
can taxpayers current ay -1-14 billion dollars par
yearjo _support disabled'citizens and this does
not include what the economy suffers because
family members who take care of the handicapped
cannot seek employment.

In view of these expenses; therefore; educators
also- have an economic-interest in educating the
handicapped: Through better vocationaleducation;
many handicapped students could contribUte to our
economy rather than continue to receive benefits;

LEGAL REASON
. The third, and perhaps the most compelling

reason that handicapped youth, are now being in-
tegrated into regular education is simply that the
law requires -it. In 1975 Congr-ess passed the
"Education for. A* Handicapped _Children_ Act"
genera known as PtiSlic Law 94142, requiring
that handicapped students be educated with non-

4



handicapped students In public or private schools
to the maximum extent possible or "appropriate" to
the needs of the-students:The basic Intent of the
law is to place handicapped students in the "least
restrictive environment" Vocational educators will
re ognize that the new law is amplemented by
P blic`Law 94-482, the- law which provides for
educating handicapped students in vocational
education..

In addition to establishing the basic educational
rights of the handicapped, the new law sets-up Rey
requirements for: (1) individualized education pro-
grams, (2) due process, /3) non-discriminatory
testing and evaluation procedures k (4).confidential-
Ityy Information, and (5) the least restrictive
en ronment. In more detail; Public Law 94-142
requires that

public agencies (schools) must place hand-
icapped students according to_ an indi-
vidualized educational program (IEP).
public agencies must pfotect the rights of
parents and children through due process
procedures.
testing and evaluation of persons suspected
of being handicapped must follow accepted
professional testing standards.
agencies must maintain confidentiality of in-
formation.
public agencies must ace handicapped
students in the leas trictive environment

in other' words, here the students, will
have the most chance to grow.

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
In attempting to fulfill their moral; economic and

legal responsibilities some school systems have
run into problems. For example, many educators
are confused about their legal obligations. The law
requires_ that handicapped youth have an "appro-
priate" education; meaning among otherthinge
that handica_p_ped children have genti- or-
tunities to participate in programs like vocatio al
education. Sometimes, however, parents interpret
the new law to mean that their handicapped child
has the right to receive all the services the parents
want for their child. When teachers and parents
cannot agree on what is appropriate for a child, the

decision may have to be made by someone out-
side the school system. An impartial hearing officer
will rule If this situation arises: .

And because services for the handicapped can
be very costly, fundinV can present further ques-
tions. FAr example, if a student could participate in
a regularpro_gram if an aide were present, who will
pay for the aide? Is the student eligible for hinds
under the "handicapped act"? (Questions on fund-
ing are best answered by state edupation agen-
cies.)

Even when funding is available, qualified per-
sonnel are not always available for providing serv-
ices: Where and how are regular class teachers
going to ceceive training so they feel qualified to
teach- the handicapped?

Finally; the law has introduced a critical need
for defining the roles and responsibilities of the
persons involved in the education; of handicapped
ski-dents. Who, for example, is responsible for as-
sessing a student's vocational aptitude and pres-
ent level of performance in vocational education?
Who must provide the supplementary services
which support ming/seaming? Who convenes the
IEP anc1,01D meetings? And, -who- evaluates the
extent to which I EP goals and objectives are met?

In many schools; confusion about what to de
often overshadows the goal providing hand-
icapped students with a quality education. Never-'
theless,-some schools have had tremendoua suc-
cess in-serving the handicapped; perhaps because
they have carefully defined the Objective: In this
slide/tape series; we will discuss these successful
practibes

STEPS TOWARD A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM

For most successful programs, e objective is
to move the handiceped student - to the degree
possible and feasibi from isolation_ to integra-
tion, from 4 endence to independehce; Top'
achieve this .seful programs have chosen
certain siepsr-

One step arty define the supportive
roles of all scheo onnel what these people
must do to suote uHy integrate the handicapped
into regular ;edu = on

Another,:atep is, to develop procedures for
realistically Asqessing the needs and aptitudes of



each handicappSd student always emphasizing
the student's abilities. Through observations and
interviews, teachers get to know their students and
therefore place realistic demands OR the student
and adjust their program so that the student bene-
fits. .

A 'third -step on the ladder is to provide a pro-
cess for Placing-handicapped students where they
can-learn best-Effective educators accomplish this
process through program planning teams. When
the 'decision is difficult, each team Member- can
contribute_insights which will help to ensure the
success of the p And when changes be-
come necessary, the team again decides together
what is best for the student.

A fourth step is to provide insights into the prob-
lems-and-needs-of halitttsapperstudents. In many
model programs not only do staff members learn
about -handicap_ping conditions, but also parents-
and peers; such that a supportive enviionment is
created for the Wandicapped students.

A further step on the ladder is to developiskills
for teaching students with different handicapping
conditions. In successful models, teachers are
aware of the different ways students can learn, and
the teaching strategies that will work for each stu-
dent%

This program is designed to help adminis-
trators, staff personnel and teachers in vocational

I education to play their part in developing a model
program for-integrating the handicapped into their
school: It will:

,Provide,- information on the dif rerit. roleds
that personnel must portray if h
students ar -to be suCcessfull Integrated
into regular ducation.

Explain the lacement process and.the pro-
6edUres for eveloping individualized educe-
tion programs for handicapped students.
Provide techniques for assessing what stu-
dents can realistically accomplish in a vo-
cational program.

Provide insights into some of the needs and
problems faced-bT students. with different
handicaps'. This information should help
educators-understand and communicate
with handicapped students.

-

-And provide information about the learning
styles of students with different handicaps,'
and' about the teaching strategies that may
appeal to these styles.



MO 1JLE
ACtivitieS

ACTIVITY: Semank °Differential
PUrpose: To discuss the preconceptions partkiipants have the handicapped

Materials: WorkboOk
,'pencils

Time: 20-30 minutes
Instructions: 1. After diviiling_youi entire-group_ into three smaller groups, your workshop leader will be

handing out,a form: Mark how you honestly believe leis student should be described.
Z Then choose five words from your list that best describe the student. Yoe will have 10

minutes.
3. prepared to defend your descriptions. Your workshop leader will be putting-them on

the board.

ACTIVITY: Mfrs Your opinion (see variation, knowing)
Purpose: To entodrage participants to discuss their attitudes and presuppositions concerning the

handicapped
Materiels: Pencils

Workbooks
Time: 120 minutes

Instructions: 1. Your workshop _leader will divide your large group into smaller groups and will then give
eachperson a form to complete.

2. Please your opinion of the sea ants on the form by marking an )c an the rating
- scale. You will have three minutes to mplete the form.

3. Discuss your opinions with the °the embers of your small group.

. 10;
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ACTIVITY:
Purpose:

Materials:

Time:
Instructions:

Take a Stand (variation on What's Your Opinion2)
To encourage participants to discuss their attitudes and presuppositions concerning
teaching the handicapped. .

Four 8 W x 11" pipers labeled with a large "Strongly Agree," "Agree, tsagree," and
"Strongly Disagree."
20-30 minutes
1. When the leader reads Off a statement stand on or by the paper that best describes your

opinion (either strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree).
2.=. Be ready to defend your stand if the leader asks you.

Special Instructions
I. ACTIVITY: Semantic diiferential
HIDDEN PURPOSE: To show the participants howslifferently they, view students with different labels

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: .

1. Divide theparticipants into three smaller groups, Give a different form (see following pages) to each
smaller group; but do not indicate that }he forms are different. Encourage.them to be honest.

2. After 10 minutes have each group give ybu five words they feel most accurately describe their student:
Write these on the board and label which students they describe

.3. These descriptors-die usually very different: Discuss these differences and some possible reasons.
4. Close with some thoughts on the danger of labeling:

PROBLEMS: Occasibnally the descriptors will be very similar. When this happeris simply congratulate the
, participants on their positive attitudes and move on to the next activity.

ATTRACTIVE

GOOD

CLEAN

OLEASANT

HoNtsr_

) EXCITABLE

! HEALTHY

HAPPY
A

INTERESTING

STABLE'

COOPERATIVE

IDEAL STUDENT.

.UHATTRACTIVE

BAD

DIRTY

CRUEL '

.UNIN6EASANT

DISHONEST

CALM

UNHEALTHY

SAD

BORING/

MORAL IMMORAL

DANGEROUS , SAFE

: PASSIVE ACTIVE

.POLITE
,

ha:
.

.SELF-CONTROLLED UNINHIBITED_

LNTELLIGENT STUPID.:
',--

WEAK_A_ STRONG

'' HOSTILE'. FRIENDLY_

WITTY AloREst

SOCIABLE UNSOCIABLE

UNRELIABLEUNSTABLE .REWABLE

UNCOOPERATIVE SUCCESSFUL

11

UNSUCCESSFUL
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4 HANDICAPPED STUDENT

ATTRAC&E

GOOD

CLEAN

KIND

PLEASANT

HONEST

EXCITABLE

HEALTHY

HAPPY:

INTERESTING

STABLE.

':COOPERATIVE

MORAL

DANGEROUS

PASSIVE

POLITt "
SELF-CONTROLLED

WEAK

HOSTILE.

WITTY

SOCIABLE

RELIABLE

S CCESSFUL

12.

UNATTRACTIVE

I3AD

DIRTY'

CRUEL

UNPLEASANT.

DISHONEST

CALM.

°UNHEALTHY

SAD
. 4,

'BORING

UNSTABLE

.UNCOOPERATIVE.:_

IMMOO:,

SAFE

AtTIVE,

RUDE

UNINHIBITED

STUPID

STRONG

FRIENDLY

HUMORLESS

UNSOCIABLE

UNRELIABLE

UNSUCCESSFUL



ATTRACTIVE

GOOD

'CLEAN

KIND

PLEASANT

HONEST

EXCITABLE

HEALTRY

HAPPY

INTERESTING

STABLE:.

COOPERATIVE
.

MORAL-
,'

DANGEROUS

'PASSIVE
.

AVERAGE STUDENT.

1-7

'POLITE _

SELF-CONTROL ED

INTELLIGENT_

WEAK .

HOSTILE

WITTY

SOCIABLE'

RELIABLE

SUCCESSFUL
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UNATTRACTIVE

BAD

DIRTY

CRUEL

UNPLEASANT,

DISHONEST

'CALM

UNHEALTHY'

SAD

BORING

UNSTABLE

UNCOOPERATiVE,

IMMORAL

SAFE

ACTIVE

RUDE

UNINHIBITED

STUPID

STRONG

FRIENDLY

HUMORLESS '

UNSOCIABLE

UNRELIABLE

UNSUCCESSFUL



I. ACTIVITY: What's Ygur Opinion?
HIDDEN PURPOSE: To d'nearth some hidden preconceptiOns concerning the handicapped

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Choose ten of the following Statements arld prepare a ,handout fbr each workshop participant.
2. Divide the entire group into smaller-groups (5 to 10 participants each). Ask each participant to

complete the handout.
3. Assign one group member to lead a discussion of the participant's responses. Watch to be sure the
._ discussion does not drag. ,

4. To corfdlude the activity, ask each group leader to report briefly on the small group's conclusions.
PROBLEMS: If everyone in the small group agrees, no discussion will take place. When this happens, end

the activity and move on.

STATEMENT:
1. Handicapped- stUdents belongrip Special Education programs.

2: To teach a student in special education I will have to "water down"
my curriculum.

3. Special education personnel do not understarid and have no desire
to understand vocational education programs.

4. All retarded people have a fixed level of ihjolligence and cannot be
taught. _ ,

5. Students with learning disabilities are really just retarded students
under a different label.

6. 'Vocational Ochication teachers do not want handicapped students
in their classes. ,

7. You can tellpeople who are retarded just by looking at them or by
the way.t hey act. \

. .
8. Vbcational teachers do not have the skills or the patience to work .

with handicapped students.
9. Regular students will harass handicapped students, especially

disabled students who look different.
10. Emotionally disturbed students cannot be taught" to behave

normally:
11. Handicapped students are a safety hazard to others in vocational

classes.
12. Special education students areonlyplaced in vocational education

classes to get them off the hands of special education.
13. The vocational teacher will have to spend so much time with

handicappet students that regular students will suffer.

14 5
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14. The retarded are unable to evaluate others as friend or foe.
15. Special_ education students will never able to succeed in youth

leadership contests.
1 6. The retarded are not aware of themselves as different.
17. Handicapped students can't really benefit from vocational

education.
18: Vocational classes are already overcrowded there's no room for

handicapped students.

-0
p
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L ACTIVITY! .Take a Stand (Usually more successful than What's Your Opinion ?)
HIDDEN PURPOSE: To Unearth some hidden preconceptions concerning the handicapped

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Prepare sheets of paper which read "Strongly Agree," "Agree," "Disagree," and "Strongly DiS4ree."

Put these sheets on the floor so that participants can literally take a stand. (You may also label' the
blackboard.]

2. Choose five to ten of the following statements. Read one to the group and have participants stand on
or by the statement which best describes their feelings (agree, disagree, and so forth).

3. Then ask participants at either end of the continuum why they agree or disagree.
PROBLEMS: If participants group toward the center of the continuum; move on to another statement, If

participants are reticent, move on to another activity.

STATEMENTS:
1. Handicapped students belong in specialeduoation programs.,
2. To teach a student in special education I will have to water down my curriculum.
3. Special education personnel do not understand and. have no deslre to understand vocational

education prograths.
4. All retarded people have a fixed level of intelligence and cannot be taught. -'

5. Students with learning disabilities are really just retarded students urider a different label.
6. Vocational education teachers do nolwant handicapped Students in their classes.
7. You can tell people who are retarded just by !poking at them or watching the way they 'act.
8. Vocational teachers do not have the skills or the patience to work with handicapPed students..
9. Regular students will harass handicapped students, especially disabled students-who look different.

10. Emotionally disturbed students cannot be taught to behave normally.



11. Handicapped sthlents'are a safety ha2ard to 0th:et in vocational classes:
12: Special- education students are only placed in vocational education classes to get them off ttm hands

of special education.
13 The vocatiopal teacher will have to spend so much time with handicapped students that regular

students will suffer.

14. The retarded Au:minable to evaluate others at friend or foe.

15. Special education st.ents will never be able to succeed in youth leadership contests.

16. The retarded are not aware of themselVes at different.
17. Handicapped students can't [may benefit from vocational education.
18. Vocational classes are already overcrowded there's no room for handicapped students.

-
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A major step toward integrating handicapped
students into regular education \ is to decide who
does 'what. When roles are clearly defined; people
not only do what is necessary for success, but their
actions comOlement each other.

Atyou_g_o-through this section reMeraber that it
describes one approach; -Responsibilities can shift
frOm one person to another.- F-or -ex arripie," in-many
schools the vocational director runs the show; in
other schools, the vocational counselor, takes a
special interest_ in -handicapped studentS;_ In still
others; someone:from: special education.: takes
primary responsibility.-This shift-is- to be expected_.
Regardless of:your local: solution; the following
scheme will help you see how the roles can mesh
together to meet the objective.

CLASSROOM -STAGE
One way: to easily understand the roles and

responsibilities in the, handfeapped integration
process' is to!view_ the v_ocational classroom as a
theatrical :stage where learning _scenes are con-

-. stantly changtriz In _this- analogy, vocational
teachers are under- the lightdii they're facing the
:au41-rithoe- The ba4sta9e crew-is ther.efor support,
but teachers are the on o 'most immediately
determine the students' succ

Ula.g
Roles

Some suggestions for the teacher:

1. Show that you 'Support the handicapped
Student. In any way you can; show the other
students that you accept the handicapped
student as a member of your class.

2. Spend some time student, and
watching how the studen earns, then work
those techniques Into your teacriing.

3. When you have trouble adapting your teach-
ing, or when you need additional- materials
or insights into why the student behaves a
'certain way,_get help from special education
(or any other backstage member):

BACKSTAGE ROLES
Who is backstage and what must they do to

.make sure the play goes on? Many schools have
five members analogous to backstage crew mem-
bers.

The building level principal
Like all producers, the _principal7must be so

committed that he or she is willing to gather the
necessary resources and funding for the play to go
on mong the principal's many responsibilities:

1 "Stay abreas J. of legal requirements. Many\
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legal questions concerning P.L. 94-142 are
now being_settled in court. You should
be aware of this and be prepared to docu-
mentyour sch-Col's provisions for the handi-
capped.

2. Be familiar with funding procedures. After
passing P.L. 94 -142; Congress made funds
available for implementing the law. You
could tap into these funds.

3. Ensure support services. This will not
necessarily require actually coordinating
services; often a word from the top is all that
is needed.

4. Check to see that all involved personnel are
involved in the placement proceSs.i This. in-
cludes the regular program teachers who
could be serving the student in the future.

5. Finally and most importantly--give your
Support to the vocational preparation of
handicapped students. As a play succeeds
because of a producer's commitment; so
also will a local-program succeed because
of a principal's commitment

The vocational director
Like all play directors; the vocational director's

primary -res_porivWlity is to be sure the play goes
on! More specifitally:

1. Beure your teachers are prepared. Coor-
dinate inservice with _special education
when necessary, or contact the state educa-
tion agency for suggestions.

2. Then go a step further and involve your
teachers when you decide if a certain class
IS appropriate for a stuckent

3. Be-responsitIle for determining the appro-
priateness of a placement Carefully decide
What will,help the students, and if you be-
lieve a certain student will not benefit from a
suggested placement, have good reasons.

4. More than _anyone else, you will be respon-
sible for maintaining the quality of vo-
cational education, both for the nonhan-
dicapped student and for the handicappOd
student.

The special education director
Like all casting agents, the special education

director or teacher must to match handicapped
student with program. This requires considering
both what is good for the student and what-isgood
for the vocational pfogram (after all, who benefits
when an actor is- miscast- and -the play fails be-
cause of it?). Some suggestions:

Learn all you can about available vocational
programs. Stay in close contact with the vo-
cational director and teachers, so that when
you suggest a placementthey will respect
your opinion: Find out about their accounta-
bility requirements especially.

2. Learn all you can about the students; both
through testing and throUgh less formal
means. Then explain what you have learn
to-the vocational director and prospective.
teachers in a way they are sure to under-
Stand.

3. Leave the final division to the vocational
director, who is ultimately responsible for
the success of vocational programs. Surely
it is better to, back off with one sqggestion "-
and win the vocational director's respect,
than to push your way through and alienate
the director forever,

The vocational counselor and resource teacher
Like acting coaches,-these educators work with

the vocational teacher and students as problems
arise. The eilent of their responsibilities- depends
on need. If 4Ther members-are unconcerned or un-
committed, the counselor or resource teacher may
need to step in and help. More specifically:

1. As a vocational counselor you can be of
special assistance to the student with-dis-
ruptive behavior, motivational problems, or
withdrawal. When intehsive counseling is
needed, you may want to request the assis-
.tance of -a psychologist.

2. As a resource teaCher, you can be of special
help to the vocational teacher by helping to
adapt curriculum, suggesting useful teach-
ing techniques, or giving the student special
assistance in academic subject. The key is
to remain iivailable.

The IEP COinmittee
Thii committee is like the_ casting rilmittee

and Neassarily includes all otherkoCilbers,
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eluding the prospective vocational teacher. The
ARD /IEP committee's responsibilities will be dis-
Cussed more thoroughly in Module 4. Two words of
advice, however.

First when the committee disagrees about a
placement, members; would be wise to consider
ultimate fesponsibil4. Give respect to members
who will have the most to answer for if the place-
ment fails.

Second, stress a trial period. No one must live
or dieipy the decisions made at the ARD/IEP meet-
ing not even the student. Nothing has to be final.

A more relaxed atmosphere will help members
seek what is best for the student; rather than what
is best for their respective roles.

SUMMARY
Accommodating the handicapped in vocational

education 'calls for planning and cooperation
among ,everyone involVed. The roles and respon-
sibilities that must be assumed by different people,
will vary in some ways from one school district to
another. However, the functions to be carried out
will remain the same. Assign these functions early.
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MODULE 2
Activities

ACTIVITY: Improving communication .
Purpose: Toenctiurage participants to think of how communication can ,be improved

Setting.".' .

Materials: paper and pencil for each participant
Art or news print for each small group

in their local

Masking tape.N.
Time: 30-60 minutes

Instructions: 1. Hand out one piece of paper to each participant
(For the 2, Ask thelun to individually and Olentry respond to the question chosen for diwussion. Give

small iroup , them five minutes.
leaders) 3. Then ask for one suggestion horn each group member. List these on the art or news print

4. Discuss as time allows. You wilt be given 10 minutes.
5. Choose the most important of the suggestions and mark it. ..

6. Give your news print to.the workshop leader to tape up and be ready to discuss your most
important suggestion.

ACTIVITY: Who's Responsible?
Purpose: To discuss thTit roles and responsibilities of educators involved with educating the

handicapped: / -

Materials: Workbook r
Time: 15-40 minutes

Instructions: 1: Discuss each situation and respond to the questions.
2. Share your conclusioni with the entire groyp.

20
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Situations:
.

1: Mr: Hodges; the metal tra s. teacher; has finally decided that one of his students needs special help:
It's-not-just-that Aridy rea poorlyjso-many, of Mr. Hodges' students have that problem), it's that
Andycan hardly readat alt. Figuring that someone from special educat4n might be able to help the
boy,- Mr: Hodges goes to the vocational counselor, only to discover the boy is already in special
education: No one has told Mr. Hodges.
Who's responsible? What are some reasons why no one told Mr. Hodges? How would it have helped
for Mr. Hodges to have known?

2. Mr. Phi Ilipslooked- around the table at each of the members of the IEP writing committee in disbelief.
,fiAfter all he had said, were they still going to put the boy in building trades? When -he had heard whet

special' education'was planning, he had gone through the student 's -records-very :careful, talked to
the Student's pastteachers; and even tried to call the parents: Seeing some of what the bby had done
in-thepast, Mr. Phillips waspositive that building trades was no place for this particular emotionally
disturbed student_But nuone_ waa listening:
How say should the!vocational director have? How can Kol. Phillips_get the committee's
attention? It the student has an accident, who will be-held accountable? Who will actually be
responsible? What effect will that have on Mr: Phillips' attitude?

3. After hearing about mainstreaming, Ms. Davis, the data processing teacher, has become interested
in having some mentally retarded students in her class. She feels, though i that for the-students -to

- learn enough, she will need an aide: SOmeone has mentioned to her that funds might be available
somewhere but when she approaches the vocational director he just laughs. "Funds?" he asks.
"Who are you kidding?"
If funds are available; who would know? More importantly; who would be willing to help Ms: Davis
track them down? In your school, who will have both the interest and the knowledge to follow through
on this? 7 -

4. After working all-year with a hearing impaired-student in-his-radio-arid- TV repair class, Mr. Riley
discovers that the student has been withdraWn_fromnis class and placed in ajob. A little disgruntled;
Mr-.-Riley goes to-the Vocational Adjustment Coordinator fin special education) who has been
responsible:for placing the student: "Just doing my job!" the VAC exclaims. "But you put the student
at Burger King.i That doesn't have.any_thing to do with radio and television repair!" The VAC just
shrugs: When he complains_ to his vocational director; Mr. Riley gets little more than the same shrug.
"What can 1 do?" the director asks.
-Who's responsible? Who could correct this situation? Have you experienced a .situation.like_this?.
What did you do?

5: Ms: Rupert couldn't understand a thing the diagnostician was - saying: If it wasn't acronyms; it was,
nunibers. Was-everyone in -s_pecialeducatton-so highhi educated that they weren't of any practical
use? If only the diagnOstician could tell her how well the student might do in health occupations.
Why and how shouldthe diagnostician meke sure the rest of the IEP committee understands her? Is
Ms. RuOert juttifiedlh-expecting the diagnostician to give her information pertaining to health
occupations? Who is responsible for finding out how well the Student would benefit from specifically
health occupations?

6. The vocational counselor looked across her desk at the special education director. How was it, the
counselor wonderedrthat a director of a big program like special education could know so little about
vocational opportunities-available to handicapped students? The - director stood up.- "Just, choose a
program yob think would work: I'm sure you know what's availadke over here in voc: ed."
Is the counselor's disapproval justified? Who should be responsible for chosing the student's
progiem?

. .
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7. 'Please, Mr. Williams," the resource teacher pleaded. "Charlie really coulddo well in a food services
course. Please consider allowingliim into your regular program." She might just as -well have been
talking to a wall. "My dear rift Richards;" he said: "When you know -as much as I do about vocational
education; I will let you decide wOo goes into a program.-Until then, I suggest yoUdo your job and let
me do mine." There is only so much of thet ayerson can take: Ms, Richards left.
Whoa() responsibility is it to go to Mr. Williams? Should the director have the right to decide who gett
in a program? How does the system work in your school?

ACTIVITY: What's my letter?
OUrpose: To spell out acronyms used in special educatiorr and vocational education.

Materials:
TIme:

In,structIons

Pen and paper for each small group
20 minutes
1: Youiworkshop leader will be dividing your group according to vocational education and

special education personnel.
2. You will be given three minutes to list as many acronyms as you can think of that are

frequent! used in your discipline (either special education or vocational education): Youst.

will earn o point per acronym. .

3. After thre inutes, you will exchange your list for the other group's: You will now have
three minutes to translate the acronyms. Feel free to guess!

4. You will earn one point for each answer yod come uriwith and one point for each correct
..,,answer (so don't leave any blank!):

TIVITY: Panel discussion
Purpose: To give participants an opportunity to hear how local adfninistrators view roles and

responsibilities
,Materlals: As required by panel members ,

Time: 20-30 minutes
Instructions: 1. Invite your superintendenL=principal; voeationali

vocational counselor to discuss their role in.the ed
to list several responsibilities they must meet in fulf

2: Allow time for'forther questions from participants

II. ACTIVITY: Improving Communication

Spec!
SPjIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Be sure all necessary materials are available:
2. Choose pne_qt.iestiop tpr diScussion:

or; special education director; and
ation of handicapped stUdents,- and
ng that role,,Allow five minutes each.

I Insttuctions

3: Explain the activity and be sure that eacKsmall group s identified a leader.
4: Announce_ a time schedule and remind the group leaders to stick to it.

_ `5: To end the activity; ask each group leader to discuss briefly each group's results.
PROBLEMS: Your main problem will be keeping the group on schedule: This technique invariably raises

discussion so participants will easily take longer than the time allotted. ,
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QUESTIONS:

1. How can communication between special eduCation and vocational education be increased in your,
school Olstrict?

2. to ybur local situation what [Tiles need defining?
3. In your local situation, where does communication between special education and vocational

education break dOwn arid hoWcan this be corrected?. _

1 \ °
.

IL ACTIVITY. Who's Responsible?
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: --* _ 4

. 1. Divide the group into smaller groups of from five-to ten participants each.
2. Review the instructions as givenln the book.
3. Because each situation requires approkimately 15 minutes, you may want to choose two or three ,.,.,

Which especially apply to your local district. - ,
4, Time each discussion. Atter apprpirnbtely 10 minutes, ask group leaders to summarize briefly their

group's answers to-thequestkint.
PROBLEMS: Ypur main problem'will be time Decide on a schedule anq stick to it

IL ACTIVITY: What's my Letter?
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:.

1. This is a quick activity. If you allow it to drag,' participants will quickly become hOred. Keep things
moving.

2. This is elute "light acikvity. EnCourage participants to write down any answer that comet to them
either silly or serious.

3: Divide the group in two teams one with vocational and one with special educators.
4: Givieach team one (1) point for each acronym they put down In the first round,. and (1) point forany

answer (either correct or incorrect) that they put down in the second round.
PROBLEMS: For this activity to' succeed; you must have participants from both speCial education and

vocational education.-The more equal the representation, the more equal the competition.

II. ACTMTY: Panel Discussion
SPECIAL 'INSTRUCTIONS: ,

. . . .

1. If you plan to have this activity on your agenda, encourage participants to prepare some questions
-beforehand. . .. . .

2. When iskingthe speakers_emphasize brevity. If you believe speakers will take too long, you may
wan -k to just have questions and answers. If so, come prepared with questions.

°
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-rAS pretented in the film, a Thorough assays -:
moot prograrn, includes asking-, observin and

.'; testing. Vocational teachers can have &e_ X_.
tremely important art in assessment, espedfally
when their claSs- are being considered °for fie
Student, -How mu _a-after all, cart formal tests tell
about whether a 'student will succeed in _agricul-
turat education? Furth-errnore,--how many diagnos-
ticians know enough" aboutiAgl Ed: to find out the
students- chances- In an interview? Vocational
teachers can contribute a unique andoeces_sary

perspective of all vek of assessafent What
specifically can teachers do?

TEACHERS CAN TALK.TO THE STUDENT'

4-
CH the three questions (what does the student

want= to = =do;= what can _the -student- do, "and, how
,,should the teacher teach the student); informal
talking- will probably -answer the most-questions
concerning the first - If anyone knows what the stu-
dents--wanta-to do it -is the student, and if anyone
knows how those desires will affect the student's_
success in vocational education it is the teacher.

Talking with the student will also unearth facts
about The other two questions as WeH.-/Throu_g_h
careful questions about the student's background;
teachers can discover what skills the student has
brought into the course, what the student can al-

.

ready do. Furthermore, careitti questioning wilt
1p theleacherknoW hOw the student leards best.
r = example ; If a boy. has 484;44 4 father build

book shelves; a teacher could *Wart out what
the_boy did exactly; kid then -how the boy learned
to dorit.

' ,
TEACHERS CAN OBSERVE THE STUDENT .-

Of the three questions,, observing will probably. .
answer the-most about what the Student can do.
Some schools_have a highly deVeloped -vocational.
assessrnent plan in w ich a student does every -;
thing from stuffingsrnai boxes to screwk±ig together-
nuts and bolts. These tasks tell about* student's
coordination and ability to communicate betWeen
eye and hand.

,

.Many schools, however; !Sok sach _as assess,
Meni plan. In these-circumstancei the teaCher will
frequently( have to observe these skills in the shop
or classroom, watching for length of reach,abllity
to grasvreaction time; and other aspects of coor-
dination. If teachers make it a habit to Jot down
noteabout the Vudents performance_ their obser-
vations-will prove very helpful tOn IEP committee;
Documentation adds credibiiity_to = avocational
teaCher's statements even if documentation is
only a list of notes with times and dates.

Observation, of course, can provide insights
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intO-the other two qtAstionS went to and how to.
... ,When a studertfls happy working at a certaihIeski.
2 -when the Student 'appears hishiSLmotivated when ,* L !

the StudentSpends extra time in2the shop:or class;
7 then the teacher k,nows the stUdenttoianta to stay

in the vocational progr,am. Irt.,the same way-,; if A
certain technique works:With a student, if the stu-

into a Specific houlst not: be final. If tile
vocational tea herd. ed on observation ands
interviews, With the sti, and On communication
With theAagnostician, h some grounds for con-
cludin4;thb stUdenr would be happier..in another
program. be safer:Or more succesSful in another
classroom, the teacher Should asktfor another IEP

'dent iS'able to do the task after hearing the instruc- Meeting.
;lions japppposed to seeing thern); the teacher LEARNING FROM THOSE WHO KNOW

, Ant*,;better how to teat4,the stUdent. .yeryi little' ; :. ,
can reptace the Vocational`, teacher'S experience , Effective-assessnuTrit, glen, requires wzking
and Contact with the student,... with other peOple. Forgexample, vocaronal

. .-'. . teacherS will need to be able to comnyanicate with
TEACHERS 6ANTEST those who knoW the more -technical' assessment.

; , s, ore than anyone are lilts in the terrns'(WPAT, Stanford-Binet, WISC. etc.),Unfor: Teacher rn
tuhately, ,these terms stand like stalwart sentinelsposition to verify the diagnostician's results, tb see., .ar6UndF,certain educational personnel ThesehowrWellIhe student's performance matchesmhat
educators can nevertheless .be an enormous helpthe standardized tests indicated.2C dsomething

else have_ affected the -Student' -L-e tangicasa bal.- ;
riers, the handicap or-eiren just 'a. poor breakfast
.-,-- such that the tests :ere en jrickgrect picture of

--what the student can ?Testi arelittle more than
t015Ts....While theytcan to erpfut when used,dlone
they . can ''S'otnetitries be, 'armful. After ,AIL. 'who

.. would ever went the ineast.tre,Of theirkbilltreS to be
me'asured tblely by,ft standardized_ feat? Yet.we.
'idlow ttild foi many, many students. The'vocational

if theyocational teacher is ,willing-to. get pait the
wunfamiliarfargoand requirements,-

Coilselprt can offer suggestions for affecting
sacikproblems a Stildent has (treatment
from other.' Students, .home life)

Sgeviefedircation peieonne7 can offer;sugges-,-
time fOr teaching students.: They have,,,after'd

studyingsit-spent a long time studying hOw `students
can learn easier and what mehoda Wort( with

1eacher-can guard against this by using the diag- .: what kind of student.
nostician's results as a first step toward continued'. Diagivitictans can discuss tests and help you
assessment. f- - -
ASAE§SMENT AFTERpLAcEMENT:

Admittedly,.the-abOve. suggestions willwork
most smoothly when thestuderitis alreadikn_the_
vocational class. Butwhy assess when the student
is already-,in a vocational program? Hasnl the pur-

.posefor assessment (deciding which program the :
studentshould be in) elready been ectomollshid2.

These are valid questions ifene seee assess-
merit as an event rather than as an ongoing_ pro-
cess. True, one_goal of assessment, determining
the student's-present levet of performance as
reOired- on the IEP; can be, adhleved before MAINTAINING QUALITY
.placement: (This must also involvia,the teacher.). - Vocational educators have a long history of
NeVertOless, kbroader goal is 'to determine, the successfully teaching occupational skills. Now that
student's possible-level of perfoiTnartoe where ; legislation has changed the rules, conditions, and
the student can ,go and how. This also should be environment for teachinghandidapped students, It
achieved in some part beforepfecement,but must
be continued afterwards it it is to be complete, s.

Obviously with this perepectilie;' placement

. s interpret dsts.,
kiThey,

have the technical
6derstand2trieSe- tools.. Take

..,40afitage Of their experience. ''
S,c4901,psyc hOlagists: can work with students

who emotional problems,end help .you
I. Understad these students', problems:

Ouisige _specialists .may:s.alss be available. If
you :believe your student needs more help
than school personnel can give, do not hesi-
tate to discuss this with 'special education
personnel for suggested professional assis-
lance.

is important that vocational educators maintain the
quality of their programs by assuming a major-role
in all phases of assessment.'
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MODULE 3
Activities

ACTIVITY: What's tree?
Purpose: To determine what preeonceptIons educatiOnaliOrsonnel may bring to an IEP meeting

Materials: Copies of the following forms
Pen_ cils

Tim.: minutes
Instructions: 1; After your workshop leader has given yoiiatOpy of the following_forrnJridicate whether

you believe the statements are true or false: You willhaveJive'mintites;
2. YOuFsmall group leader will go thr6ugh the form after you are finIsikod:

1. Eletardation results from-Inborn inferioritied;
2. Retardation Is due IO accident at birth or in early childhood.
3: A retarded person can usually be taught or helped to lop and

change.
4; Retarded people are usually the offspring of inferior parents or .

g-randparents.

64. Retarded persons are, a phenomenon of civilized societies such as ours.

. 8. Under stress, retarded people react much as-do normal persons;
7. You can tell a person is retarded just .by loOking.
8. Retarded people are more highly sexed than normal people.
9. 'Retanled people have critilinal tendericibs.

10; Retarded people can take care of themselves.

28
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True

11. The retarded cannot turn out work of consistent quality.
12. The'retarded cannot read and follow directions.
13. The retarded know they are different.
1i. The retarded do not respond to human, friendly treatment as do normal

people. _

15. The retarded can tell whether a person is friend or foe.
iff. The rata re placid by nature.
17. The disabled iId requires more patience.
18. Disabled p e like to be with their own kind.
19. Disabled children are sick.
20. Disabled people are sad.
21. Retarded students need more love than other students.
22. Disabled students don't have much to lea forward to in life.
23. Retandedadults are childlike.

ACTIVITY:
Purpose:

Matr1018:

Time:
Instructions:

Those who know
To clarify some terms used by special education in IEPmeetings
W_eekbeek
Pencil

10-20 minutes

False

1. In your small groups, define each of the terms in the list,assigned to you by the leader.
You will be gi five minutes. Feel free to guess!

2. Assign a re er who will share your definitions with the group.
List Two
cognitive domain
affective domain
WAIS
WISC

List bne
4iental age
chroridogicai age
WRAT
eye-hand coordination
reading recognition
visual modal
audiological services
Ust.Three
Stanford-Sint
designated educational liaison
Vineland Social Maturity Scale
borderlin4-range
spatial relation
full Scab score
perserveration
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sensory-motor perception
functional academics
subtest scores
List Four
present level of performance
verbil scales_
adaptive behavior scales
performance scales
terminal behavior
KoppitZ male
fine motor skills
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ACTIVITY: What's important?
a

Purpose: To identify important questions to ask handicapped students entering vocational programs

Materials: Paper and pencil for each participant
Art or news print for each small group
Masking tape

Time: 45-60 minutes
InstrUctIons: 1. Hand out one piece of paper to each participant.

or the 2. Ask them to individually and silently respond to the question below. Give them five
small group minutes.

leaders) 3. Then ask forene suggestion from each group member. List these on the art or news print.
4. Discuss as time allows. You will be given 10 minutes.
5. Choose the two most important suggestions and mark them. -

8. Give your newsprint to the workshop leader to tape up and be ready to discuss your most
important suggestion.

Minden:
Whit WOuldyoU ask a handicapped student who wants to enter your vocational program? List several

suggestions. Be as specific as mu want, but mark which vocational area or which handicapping
condition the questions would apply to

ACTIVITY: A personal note
kirpose: For one participant to share a personal experience on teaching the handicapped

Materials: As required by the speaker
Thee: 120 minutes

Instructions: 1: Beforelhe workshop, arrange fora teacher who has been successful with a hardicapped
Student in vocational education, to answer the uestions below. Give the speaker 15
minutes.

2. Leave 5 minutes for any additional question .

Questions:
1. What hardicapp.ing ccnditIon did your student have?
2. What was one problem you experienced in teaching the student?
3. How did you solve it?
4. When the student entered your Clegg, hOW successful did you think the student would be?

5, How successful was the student? Why?.

6. Was the student ever employed in your field?
7. What is the student doing now?
8. What new perspectives did this student leave you?
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Special Instructions
ACTIVITY: Whers True?

HIDDEN PURPOSE: To show participants any false assumptions they rik3y bring to the assessment
process.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION& Keep it brief; Let it last only as long as discussion in the small groups last.
PROBLEMS:

1. We this actiVity-with on4/ Vocational educators. For a person with any background in special
education, the test is far too easy;

2. If you think participants are becoming impatient with the test; or if the discussion is very slow; move on
to another activity,. With the right group, the activity will work very well.

NOTE: Questions 3, 6, 13; and 15 are true. All others are false.

ACTIVITY: Thos Who Know
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. DiVtdethe group into smaller groups. If special education personnel are taking part in the workshop;
be sure that at least one special edUcation persorals in each group. (The activity will work as well if
special Adacation is not_ participating.)

2. Encourage participants to put down any guesses they may have.
PROBLEMS: This acjivity could be too difficult; so don't let it take very long:
DEFINITIONS;
.LIST ONE:
Writal-ag_e: the functioning age frequently assigned a retarded student regardless of chronologicaLage.

Please don't think,this assigned age totally indicates how to teach a student. Remember, as Marc Gold
points-out, a child who lir fiveyears old for only-one year will respond differently than a person who has
been classifiedfive_ years old for fifteen years;

Chronological age: Actual number' of years and months since the student was born.
WRAT: Wide Range Achievement Test; gives functioning grade equivalents in the areas of reading; math

and spelling. =

Eye-hand coordination:, the ability to respond manually to a visual stimulus:
Reading recognition: occurs when the student "sight reads" or recognizes words or groups of words in, or

out of context: ,
'Visual modality: the channel for receiving and perceiving information visually.
Audiological services: special services available to school-age Studeritt regarding hearing and screening

tests (pure tone and bone conduction).
LIST TWO:_
Cognitive- dor ain: that area of the brain associated with thinking, recalling, discriminating, and learning.

ective domain: _that are of the brain associated with "feelings" or emotions.
W S: Wechsler Adult Intel encit Scale; a standardized 10 test.
WISC: Wechsler Intelligence ale forChildren; standardized 10 test:
Sensory-motor perception: rceiving information through one's senses (hearing, seeing; smelling) and

responding appropriately movement.
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Functional academia*: the basics in reading, language and math. Those skills absolutely necessary to "get
along" in-society.

Subte St *cotes: reSUltS of small areas of a test which when calculated together represent the wh9le. For
example; Language Arts = Vocabulary, Punctuation, Spelling, etc.

LIST THREE:
Stanford - Bina: standardized la test
Designated educational liaison: someone, either from the school or the community, assigned to be the

advocate of a handicaOped shident through the entire educational process.
Vineland Social MaturItif Stale: standardized_ test that measures social and adaptive skills.
BorcirlIne range: generally referS te a Student who is between the defined categories of "normal': and

"mildly mentally retarded"; often referred _to as slow learners.
Spatial relation: the ability to see parts of anCbject hi relation to its whole, To differentiate between primary

and secondary= visual stimuli.
Full Stale Wirt,: the total score of a measuring instrument made up by the sum of the sub-tests.
Perservation: to repeat a motion or activity over and over:
LIST FOUR:
Present level of performance:= designates Where a Student.IS currently functioning within a continuum of

performance levels: This information is required in the IEP and when established will be a tremendous aid
in planning instruction.

Verbal scales: a measurement of where the Student is performing in regards to verbal (explanatory,
self-expression) skills: 1

Adaptive behavlorscales: a measure of how well a student "copes" and exhibits bhavior.deemed
_appropriate.

PerkirMaritettalet: a measurement of how well a student can manipulate concrete objects (i. e: puzzles;
bolts and screws; etc.). This type of test often requires no reading.,

'Terminal_ behavior: terms used to designate leamer outcomes or shident objectives.
Koppltz Scale: measures visual motor skills (for exarriple, WOW well the shident can reproduc what he or

OW has just seen), then plots this measurement against age: _

FIne motor skills: those physical competencies required to grasp and manipulate small objects such as a .

pencil for writing.

IK ACTIVITY: What's Important?
HIDDEN PURPOSE: To generate some solutions to local problems

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Be sure all,necessary materials are available.
2. Announce a time schedule and be sure each group stays to it.
3. To end the activity, ask each group leader to discuss briefly each group's results.

PROBLEMS: This technique invariably raises discussion; so your main problem willbe sticking to your time
schedule.

!IL ACTIVITY: A Personal Note
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Choose someone you know feels comfortable in front of a group.
2. Emphasize any tairlimits.
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Accordingto Public Law-94-142, handicapped
youths must have a "free appropriate public edu-
cation" and be plactd in an-educational- environ-
ment appropriate to their needs. Thelaw, however,
does not explain-what "appropriate" means. Why
isn't the law more specific? Perhaps It is because
Congress recognized that each handicapped-stu-
dent's "appropriate education" is different., Each
student needs to have the word "appropriate de-
fined individually. To insure this habpens,ifie-law
requires that schods develop an individualized
program for each student.

Prepadiv this plan arid choosing which pro-
gram is right for a student requires an organized
effort a process-With- definite steps to follow.
One way to understand this process is to see how
It works for one handapped student.

CEMENT PROCESS
1 .

Carl is having problems keeping up :with his
class. His teacher's attempts to help Carl have
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'e.

Placement

been unsuccessful so she seeks help. This Is the
first step in the placement process recognizing
that a stadent has a need that requires special
attention.
Step 2

Carl's teacher goes to _the diagnostician and
explains what -she thinks Carl's problem is, and
what she has done to help. This is the second step
in the placement process to seek help from a
diagnostician or counselor.
Step 3

Before- doing anything else the diagnostician
contacts Carrs_parents and-explains the school
district's- responsibility to work- with them when
serving_Carl.-This islhe-third involvimparT
ents: This may also be a good lime for teachers to
explairilOthe student what is happening.
Step 4

Aftei getting the consent of Carl'i parents, the
diagncistician evaluates Cad's interests, aptitudes
and abilities (See Module 3: Asselsment). Carl's



parents may require an independent assessment,
however, if they are dissatisfied with the school's.
this is the fourth step: evaluating Carl.

50P 5
Carl's "appropriate education" is now turned

over to the Admissions, Review and Dismissal
Committee, which officially recognizes Cart as a
handicapped student; eligible for special education
and related services. This is the fifth step in the
placement process officially- admitting Carl to
special education.

Sap 0
Next, members of the committee prepare an

individualized educational plan (IEP).' `This is the
next step and will be discussed in some detail.

When the ARD.CoMmittee functions as a
committee for developing an IEP, it must include a
local district administrator, the student's teacheror
teachers, his parents or guardian, and, l possible;
the student. Andif the student la biting considerSd
fora vocational imluciation program, ,regulations in
Texas call for the fdlowing participnts:

1. the, local. vocational 'administrator or vo-
cational supervisor,

2. the local special education supervisor,
3. the vocational teacher in whose program

the student will be enrolled,
4. an experienced special educator who can

act as an advisor to the group,
5. the vocational counselor,
6. the_parent of the student who is being con-

sidered for placement, and
7. a dragnottic specialitt who can provide and
- interpret assessment information.

if the student is not going to attend the meeting,
someone (Usually the previous teachers) must
take special care to keep the student aware of
what is happening.

?Most handkapj:Wd advdeatis Waive that the development of
the kuilVidu&lzad aducationW program, or IEP,Iatharrnost sig-
nificant componant ol Publk 94-14E COndrelvs set up the
IEP component in order to assure achievement on the part -of
handldiptaid sit4dents. That la they wanted a system that leg-
ally requires that the handicapped students* education_ be
Wrinitd, recadod and OVMuated- The plant also holds local
acht01 distritts accountable for the handicapped student's
.tsWvernent.

The person responsible for organizing the
committee (chosen according_ to 104 district poi-
icy) must prepare members to discu4s the follow-
ing components:

Present level of performance: Academic
achievement; social skills; physical skills, and vt:l
catiknal potential. (See module 3 for the vocational
teacher's:contribution to this component.)

Annual goalsand short term objectives: An
annual Goal for Carl might' be to acquire skills
necessary fpr employment as an ap entice in -a
small enginO repair shop. Short-term jectives for
Cod would be to know the parts of a all engine,
demonstrate routine preventive mai enance, lo-
cate sources of trouble when a small engine fails to
operate properly, and repair certain problems.
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Services: Special assistance necessary for
achieving annualitoals and =short range objectivet,
and the dates these services will be provided.

For handicapped students; these special sery
ices may include such things as large print
textbooks; captioned films, interpreters, equipment
modifications, and special orthopedic devices. For
Carl, special counselIngwill be arranged through a
regional mental health office on a weekly basis.

Regular Education: =A statement describing
how much the st4lInt will be able to participate in
regular education: This will depend upon Carl's
abilities and the nature of the course he is taking.

Evaluation: Specific procedures for measuring
achievement of goals and objectives.

These five components, then, are what must be
on an IEP.

Step 7
After-the IEP has been prepared by the team of

educators serving -Carl, his original teacher intro-
duces Carl to the small engine repair teacher.

This is the seventh step in placement, impor-
tant to the student, who needs to know he is not

eing thoughtlessly shuffled around, and to the
teacher, Who needs to stay in touch with the previ-
ous teacher.

Step 8
Even after the placement is complete, the pro-

cess c;gntinues. Carl's new teacher watches care-
fully to see how Carl is doing. If Carl is still having
problems, new services might be provided, differ-



ant objectives estallithed, and even In extreme
circumstances a new placement chosen.

So this Is the "last" step in the process: continu-
ing assessment;

Although federal law requires that Carl's IEP be
reviewed at idatit annually, local districts in Texas
do so quarterly; The ARD ComMittee mustalso
evaluate whether Cad's educational goats are ap:
propriate and whether Carl's educational_ plan is
meeting his heeds.- If indicated, the ARD Commit-
tee may modify Carl' plan, or even dismiss him
from weds! service

-
"KEY GROUND RULES

Following are, some key ground rules that will
be_heipful to vOCaticitial educators in the placement
process:

1. The pi pcement di-elision should always bsi a
ecision 'requiring a professional Te-

a or other members.- Decide what is
t f r the student, bated on team mem-

bers' expertise, expo ence, responsibility,
and accountability; Any member who still

disagrees with -the . placement decision.
should write a- statement of ditiOnsion and
have it placed in the student's permanent
records..

2. Prior to making.- a,placement -decision, in-
Jormation should_ be gathered from many
sources, not just formal testing.

3. A'- student's specific disabilities should be
considered; but only in light of the student's
strengths-and -abilities as- well. A learning
disability does not necessarily set a liMit on

. learning possibilities..
4. If data is insufficient, postpo e the meeting

until all is available.
5. Often the assistance of a diagnostic

specialist or a counselor will be needed in
interpreting assessment data, especially as
it relates to program planning.

6,. Much can be learned about _a student_ by
observing him or her in the school setting
and by asking pertinent questions of the
student.
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MO0 LE 4
Activities

ACTIVITY: Whet's the diffrence?
Purpose: To compare the guidelines regulating the placement policies of local schools

Materials: Paper end pen-oils
Copies of the placement policies for special education ,

Time 45-60 minutes
Instructions: 1. Read througii_the copies of the gulden concerconcerning the pleCement of handicapped

studenti.
2. Then, with the other members of your mall group; list the differences between the .

e guidelines for special education and the Way stUdents have been admitted into your class:.
3. Suggest what effects each difference might-haveelt your overall school policy. You will

have 30 minutest° complete these first three steps.
4; Your workshop leader will be asking someone from your group to read off the differenCes

your group identified and to summarize the effects these differences might have

5. L"*',_takirig
Into consideration btith sets of guidelines, your entire group will prepare a

al policy for placing handicapped students.

ACTIVITY: Which Job?
Purpose: TO kientify possible long-range goals for handicapped students

Materials: Copies of the following form, pencil
TIMe: 20-30 minutes

Instructions: 1. Your workshop leader will assign cme'of the students described below.

n Texas, See Pdicy and Procedures Manual for special education.
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2. Based on these descriptions gothrdigh the following form and mark whether you believe
each Job would be an appropriate long -range goal for the student. Be ready to defend
your decision. You will be given fiVe minutes to go through the list.

3. Share-your-decisions with your small group. You will be given ten minutes to come up with
a group list:

4: Your workshop leader will be leading a discussiob about .the differences.between the
small-groups' lists.

StUdebte:
Sem ThompsOn_is a mildly retarded student He is 19_yeara _obi Sam has a short attention span andis

frequently ihattentiVe._ He is significantly below grade level in both reading and math. His motor skills
are _aVerage for his age.

Tony Garza has an auditory learning disability and has difficulty followinworal instructions. When
receiving instructions Tony frequently requests that information be repeated. His math skills are good,
b i eading skills are at about the third-grade level.

Tracy .on,-a 16:T-ear-old wheelchair-bound paraplegic, is_paralyzed from the waistdown.,She moves
around easily In her wheelchair and has full use of her arms: Her reading and math skills are at grade
level and her performance in the building trades has been excellent.

Lorne_Simpson; an 18-year-old partially blindstudent; must depend on his sensed touch for learning;
He has some difficulty with eye-hand coordination and while his math is at grade level his reading is
below grade level.

Peter Miller Is a 19-year-olddvaf student. He does some lip reading and signify. Peter is unable to
recognize speech sounds; even with a hearing aid; and his reading and math are about two grades
below his school-age peers.

41.

Possible long-range goals
Sales clerk

General merchandise retailing
FoPd stores
Apparel and accessories store
Motor vehicles and accessories
Insurance

Clerical
Bank Met
Bookkeeper
Cathier
File clerk.
Ubraa atterklant or assistant
Mail carrier
Proofreader
Receptionist
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist

Appropriate
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Office machine operator
Automobile and accessories installer

. Cabinetmaker i
Carpet Installer
pOnstruction _

Brickmason or stonemason
Bulldozer operator

enient and concrete finisher
Electrician's apprentice
Floor layer.
Painter's apprentice
Painter
Raperhanger
Plasterer
Plumber
Plumber's assistant
Roofer
Tile setter

Electric power- airieman
Mechanics and repair people

Air coridittoning, heating,
refrigeration

Automobile body
Automobile mechanic
Farm implements

. Heavy_equipment mechanics
Hbusehold appliance and

accessory installers and
mechanics

CM* machine
Radio_and television

Metal craftsmen
Boilermaker

. Job- and- die setter
Machinist

-SKetitmet-al worker
Printing craftsmen

Bookbinder
Compositors 'and -typesetters
Photoengraver and lithographer
Pressman and plate printer

Tailor
Upholsterer
Clothing ironer and presser
Garage worker and gas station attendant
Laundry and dry cleaning operative
Wed tinter and butcher

Appropriate
Not* with

Appropriate Appropriate Modifications
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Weider -and flame cutter
Seamstress
Bus driver
Cementer-A.:helper
Garbage collector
Feria Wore*
Food service worker

Bade-rider
Busboy (or girl)
Ceriok
Dishwasher
Food counter and fountain worker
Walter

Health service
Dental-assistant

:Nurse's aide; orderly, attendant
Child -care worker =

Hairdresser and cosmetologist
Shampooer
Barber
Guard or watchman
Baggage porter or bellhop
Chambermaid ,

Janitor
Delkiery person
Taxicab driver

Appropriate
Not With

Appropriate Appropriate. Modifications

ACTIVITY .0 Moetingi
Purpose:: To_diecuss the - problems involved .with developing individualized education programs for

1, harkficapped students
PAIWrIals: Workboo*

Time 1540 minutes
Instructioqs: 1. Discuss each situation and respond to the questions:

2. Share your conclusions with the entire group.

Situations: =

1. WherrtAtiRogers got his - notice to attend an IEP meeting; he, just grimaced and shuffled ft undera
. stack of old mall,o-n his desk. What did -it really matter whether an-Old-WO mechanics teacher like,

himself wentto one of those special eduCation meetings V What could it possibly have to do with him?
After all; whether he_ went or not; special education would Still put the'attidentin -Whatever class they
wanted. His being &ere. wouldn't make a bit of difference so he washl going to go.
inyour focal situation would Mr. Rogers-have beentastifled_ in assuming that special educatien_ would

_

place the student wherever they decided leo matter what was advited at the IEP r,neetlit? What
are some giod reasons for Mr. Rogers to go to the meeting even if his advice is unheeded?
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2; Ms; ;Clark looked up from the paper that the diegribatitian had &t t*e-deilk. She had epuzlled
Fob* on her fice thopght these IEP:s were supposed to come out ore group decision. As a
vocational counpelor I feel that I have-more ...10-c, ontribute to this student'u placement than just my
signature on tha dotted Ilne especially. vkien_the student's being placedtnto coemeMogyr The
diagnostician nodded symprithettcally. "You're abkilutely tight," she agreed, "but no matter whatthe
law _says; Mode meetings take. too_much time."
What is lost-when the group meeting's abandoned? How does the student lose? List some practical
suggestions for streerrittning the IEP meeting.

3; As Mr; Archer followed the vocational director;.into the office, he continued his-tirade. -"It's that __
'present IOVN of performance' that bothers me:the most;" no said: "Sure those: people can tell you
what grade level the student's readingat or what the student's senacity=entiter whatever stacks up to
or theSpece relations or all sorts of other nonsense: But how safe is the-kid going to be with ataw_?
That's what I want to know. And is he_going to do what I tell him_ to do ?"

; What problems do diagnosticians ant-iiiunselors face in AteaSing a student's present Wel of
Performance as it relates to vocational education? Whatcould you do to help determine the student's
performance as it relates to your own vocational area?

4: Miss Smith turned her shrewd eyes on each personeitting around the table. "Reallyl- she exclaimed.
"How_yei.i expect Melissa Perkins -to Slittibed in VOE I do not know. Employers Mil never hirea young
lady in a wheel chair I haven't been in office work for 30 yearsmithout knowing that." Then she
sthed, and- leaned back. "But if you insist, twill allow Melissa to enter my class but only with grave
resefirations, and_with the knowledge that I will be wasting my time." =

In your experience; how heSitant have vocation I teachers been to alloy:, handicapped students into
their clatises? Were theif reasons valid? List se ossible factors which could cause hesitance and
some ways to overcome,these factors.

5. "LW* at this," Ms, Newhart said to the agricultural teacher: Wother memo telling me to come to an
IEP. meeting. How do-tney decide who's going to go anyway?" Mr. Harding shrugged. "Who knows?

, Went to a meeting last week: WhaLdo I find out? The kid likes dogs; has one of his own, in fact, and
. tend about it nonetbp. The counteler Says-Ahil, this kid belongs in Ag. Shoot, the kid hates being
outdoors: Those counselors should go back to the colleges they came from. Know as much about
work as my baby does." _ .

is a merrie-the beet way 'to prepare a teacher to participate in writing an IEP ? -List some steps the
counselor should take between talking-to the student and deciding Whibh vocational teacher should
be at the IEP petting. What could vocational teachers do to prepare for the IEP meeting?

6: "-_Hey, just a minute;" said Mr. Hawkins, as the rest of the groupprepared to move past the part of the
IEP that listed special services: "Hey; if this kid's going to bein my class; then _I need an aide.: Am I
going to get an aide?"Now, Harry:' the special edlitatieri &Wet said, "you know we don't have
money, for an aide."; Harry folded his arms in front of him. "Well, if I can't have an aide,:how can you
say this program you've got planned for this student IS what do you call it appropriate?"
if Mr. Hawkins did- in fact require an aide, was be right In saying that the progratn would be:
inappropriate without one? Explain why you agree or disagree with Mr. Hawkins. In your experience,
what special semi-cilia haVe been peNided as a result of the IEP meeting? What action would a-
statement like Mr: Hawkins' cause in your Iox l situation?

ACTIVIIIY: Writing an IEP
Purpose: To experience first-hand the steps in preparing an individualized educational program

Materials: Copies of the IEP forms
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-Pencil arid paper
Workbook

TIM*: minutee
1. Ydro small group is an _1EP committee; You will find below the necessary background

'Information for two handicapped who are beincLconsIdered for placement in one
of _your school's vocational programs- leader will tell you which student your group
will be discussing. Ettiad tough this student's background information.

2. Then complete the IEP forth-ea./hough:this student were at your own school. Place him_or
per in a program yoiThaveavailable In your school, with_the services that you have or can
make available. If **Whelp you understand how an IEP is written, you may assign roles

. to-thepeople-in.yoUr small group (vocational director, counselor, principal, prospective
teaCher,_and so forth);

3. After approximately 45 minutes; your workshop leader will be leading a short discussion
'of each group's IEP.

Y
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AN INDEPENDENT-SCHOOL DISTRICT
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING*

.

Name: Joesph Taylor Birthaate: July

Parents' Names: John and June Taylor '

School: An ISD

Date gf Examination: 2-8-79

Reason for Referral: Re-evaluation
and placement

Hearing: L--OK=- R OK

Previous Testing: WISC-r10/78
WRAT--10/78

Tests Administered:

Binet: CA MA IQ

Basal Ceiling

Other WRAT: A;-4;8-ss

0, 1964 Age:

Grlde: 9

Examiner: Linda Lane

'Vision: L 20/20 'R.20/20

Gradei Results:
V-Below Avg; P-Avg;;

S;-2-.2;

Borderlide
WISC: VS 69; .PS 79

Bender

75; S.-2.2-ss 61; A.-3.4-ss 67

IQ 73

14

Adaptive Behavior

'herbal Scale

Language Dominance English

:Performance Scale
Scale ScoreSubtest Scale-Score. Subtest

Informatih: 4' Picture Completion 7

Comprehension Picture Arrangement 11

Arithmetic ___ 5 Block Design. 14

Similarities 13 Object Assembly 8

Vocabulary 6 Coding '10

Digit Span 2 Mazes

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Father's Employment: heavy eonstruaion laborer
Interests: Woodworking; eloped_ prize winning_lamp in Industrial Arts-last year.
For the past-3 years; Jos _has been assignedlo a- resource room for remedial
instruction-in Math and r ing and for assistance in keeping up with the

regular:co in which he is enrolled. Joseph has reached a point where

academic -4 tion alone -is not:adequate; He is-loving interest in school

"..ags0 has to s teacher that he -tired of doing nothing but:book:work. He

told his resource room teacher that he wants to get into vocational educa-

tion like his best friend, Thomas.

Although based on an actual confidential report, all names have been changed to protect the student's confidentiality.
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Name Joseph Taylor.

TEST DEISEFiVATION

Josepkis a_14 year old white male: He was pleasant and CaperatiVe bUt
extremeli-slow to answer verbal questions. If given enough time he-would
usually respond. -Several items on the subtest Picture Completion here
correct:but had to be scored a zero because-of time limits; He failed to
notice inverted parts on the subject Object Assembly. He was able to do
only 4 digits forward and 2 digits baCkwards.on the subtest Digit Span.

TEST RESULTS

At thit time-according-to-the WISCi-Joseph:lsifunctioning in the sub-
average:range on the verbal scale score' averagb range on the:performance
tcale_score,_and low average range on the full scale score. .There was a
significant 23-point difference between'the :verbal and perforrliane0 scale
scores indicating that_his Visual_modality.is stronger than hit verbal
channel of.-learning: His greatest. weaknesses were intheareaS of at=
tention and rote memory, mental arithmetic' word understanding' and:
information_gainedifrom.experiente and education; His;greatest_strehgths
were_noted in the ardas::of verbal and non-verbal reasoning, socialin=
telligence, and eye-hand:toordination,

The wide:Range Achievement Test indicates academic ability below age level
expectations in reading, spelling, and arithMetic. Reading score was 4.8
grade level; spelling, Z.2 grade level; and arithmetic; 3.4 grade level;

Language Dominance

This Anglo-family speaksplelaRguage-other than Englithitherefore, the-
examiner felt that it was appropriate to administer the test instructions
in English;

Learning Style

The visual channel was !Oun0 to be superior to the verbal channel for Joseph

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Joseph is a .b0 of near average ability but not bUt not achi Ving
up to age level expectations-because-of visual-and auditory perception
problems: His learning style deviates_so markedly from_thenorm of his
age group that he needs special education intervention." At this time,
Joseph continues to-meet the general guidelines and specific eligibility
criteria for LLD classification:,

His educatiOnil pr8gram should be designed to reinforce-functional aca-
demics-that ariAirdctly:related_to"a_variety_of specific vocationi_within
his capabilities and interest; Manual dexterity could be appropriately
measured through teacher constructed work samples.

Provide structure ofasSignments; Further explanation iS needed of what
is expected of him through the day. At the start of each day, he can be
given a list of the educational tasks'he must accomplish including time
limits Commensurate with hisrate of ability Tfy'behavibr contractsp
get the desired;behavior;
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Name Joseph Taylor

A current vision, 'hearing, and general medical evaluation is in order.

If I can be of furtherhelp, please call the appraisal office.

rent Signatu
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Educational Diagnostician
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NAME

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

'INMATE C.A.

MOM

DATE OF

OATS OF 1..10

I S.P. PLACEMeNT

SPECIAL TIACHIN....

SCHOOL UNIT,

PRESENTLEVELS OFPERFORMANCE

Group Test Inalvidualized Test ,

Reading Comprehension

Math

language. Arts

Math _

Reading Recognition

Spelling

General Information

Total Test

Related Services

Special Transportation

S- chool Health &ervices

-- Counseling with students and/or

families _ _

Psychological Services

Audiological Services

Medical Diagnostic Services

Chicupotional Therapy

Physical Therapy

Parent Counseling grid Training

Adaptive Equipment

Special Seating

Orientation and Mobility

Speech Therapy

Other

tMf ..rwammr.mr.1..........morm.

Educational Program

Regular Classroom

Specialized Programs

1

Hours

Date

PROGRESS REPORT

Quarter
1I

2 3 4

Objective Progress

2. 7,

8,

4. 9,

5. 10,

Signature
TtACHE

taUC DiAG,

Date Quarter 1 2 3 4

Objective Progress

1: 6:

2. 7,

8.

4. 9,

10.

Signature

1OUC, DIAG,

itrACHEN

Date c Quarter 1 2 3 4

Objective Progress

1

2.

3;

4.

6.

7,

8:

9.

10.

Signature

r15[TC. DIAG,

YEACHIll



Identified Strengths Participants in I.E.P: PP:. REJECT

Parent Or Guardian
,

=In
Special Teacher

Regular Teacher._

Administrative Representative

Counselor

1
MN

Identified Weaknesses Educational Diagnostician Ell
Prychologist iiill
Supervisor 111111

Student

Other 111111

.

Date: .MMINMINEFO
,

o

Placement Recommendation:

1)
lt,

Placement Justification:

Eligible ' Ineligible

Alternatives Consider'ed:

(SIGNATCIRE)

I

.
,.

.
,

Parent Responsibilities and/or Comments:

,

Special Transportation .1

Approved Rejected
Jutifitation:

4

. .

td:



NAME

BIRTHDAY(

I

BEGINNING DATE

PRIORITIZED ANNUAL GOALS (TERMINAL BEHAVIOR)

ti

qa.

SHOILT.TERM GOALS

PERSON

RESPONSIBLE

AMOUNT

OF TIME

BEGINNING

DATE

ENDING DATE

ENDIN6

OAID

EVALUATION

oltTHOD
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AN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
.CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESYING*.

Name: Janice York Birthdate: Age: 14=3

Parent's Name:

School: An ISD Grade: 9

Date of Examination: 2-9-79 Examiner: Linda Lane

ReasOn for Referral: Re-evaluation

Hearing: L

Previous Testing:

Vision: L R Dr. Wallace- does
not nesd g asses (astigmatism)

Grade: Results:

Tests Administered:

Binet: CA MA IQ WISC: VS 72 PS -60 IQ 63

Basal Ceiling Bender Administered

Other WRAT: R.-2.6-ss 66; S.73:7 -ss 72; A.-2.3-ss 64

Language Dominance -English-Adaptive.Behavior Administered

Verbal Scale, PerfermanteBrae
Subtest Scale Score'Subtest Scale-Score

Information' 5 Picture Completion 3

Comprehension Picture Arra ement 4s.
Arithmetic 2 Block Detign 5

Similarities 5 Object Assembly: 4

Vocabulary 5 Coding 5 Normal _

---.Expected
Digit Span ; . 8 Mazes Store

0.0
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Janice_was:recommended f lan _A resource
mainstreaming- program in:1973-74; Janice 'is presently attending the re-
source communication skills and math classes. The career orientation
program-is also a part of her-schedule.

. Janice waS a premature baby -at seven months; "She was slow-coming
and:like not have made it here alive," her mother said. The cord was
choking her. A hernia was detected 5-6 weeks after birth. There was an

'At Kau& baNd on an actual conlkWintial report, all names have been changed to protect the student's confidentiality.
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Name Jabice -York-

BACKGROUNDANfORKAT-1011-(continued)

operation at age-3 for this. Janice -has a-bad-heart-and-was-in the
hospital for - three - months: Her motherAakes her to Houston_at least
once .a year for this. She was born wits one kidney which stopped
working-but-five-years-ago it- started working again. She needs a
couple_of operations on her neck according to her father.iAccording to
her-mother; Janice walkedr:late - "way past two"._ She -keeps a cold -and
can't stand much-heat. She has to have three hot meals a day or she
will get sick with a fever.

TEST OBSERVATIONS

Janice-is-an attractive -young lady, who is very -small for her age. When
conversation -was required, sheiwould_shrug or nod her head_at theAlle7-
ginning of the verbal part, of the' WISC; In order. to establish rapport
and verbal' communication, the verbal and petformance.subtests were given
in mixed order with first a verbal and then a performance- subtest until
completion; Janice did begin to answer the questions more readily ; She
drew and wrote with- her right-hand but she used her left hand. for the
performance-subtests.- Her-small-motor coordination-was slow.- All
written work seemed:to:be difficult to_performiand took much effort.
On the performance tests object assembly and block design,. Janice
scored -lows- -but time was the factor.- Janice did not wear glasses duting
the_test, though her records show a,vision,cheek with glasses to be 20/30
in both eyes,

TEST RESULTS _-./

Janice-. is presently functioning within the mental defective
range-of intellectual functioning according to the full scale score
of the:WISC-- The 'verbal scale score -is within- the borderline- range.;
She scored in the mental- defective range on the performance
MOst subtest scores are flat. Strengths were noted on-the comprehen-
sionSubtest and-digit-span with-scaled scores-of 8 which are in the
slowlearner_range;_ Janice's lowestiscoreswereion the subtests:-
Atithmetic (2), picture completidn (3); picture arrangement (4) -and
object assembly 14). Scores of two and three are in the trainable
range. _A score of four is in the educable range. .

Bender--Getalt

Janice-took twelve minutes-to'complete this test
cording:to the_Koppitz scale. The errors were:.;

integration and perseveration.

Draw -A- Person

with eight errors ac-
diitortion, rotation,

This is a simple stick figure -with the_exceptiOn
There was some detail of the head and face.

Adaptive Behavior

of the'head and hands.

Two separate interviews were held with each individual parent:- Both__
parents Were-cooPerative- Janice has a long history of'medical compli-
cations. 'Shei.doesinot adjust to new situations very well according to
her mother, Concerning. potential vocational interest, her father said,
"I hope sheltie able to work." Janice's mother did say she was

4.7
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Name Janice York .

Adaptive Behavior (continued)

dependable. The doctor said-Janice may never have a completely normal
life, Janice can- ride _a bicycle but she-cannot-make-change; -She can
andidoes!help pround_the_house. parents:-want Janice to continue
in- school: -Mr; and:Mrs. -rk 'Janice is different from other
children. They said "she is slow but-she is doing better." _When an
activity is twhard:for_her:Janice becomes:frustrated and stops
working. She does not play cooperatively with others; .

language-Wed-name

English is determined_to be_the dominant language on the basis of the
above information Ift the opinion of the examiner.

Wide Range. Achievement Test

ThOol owing_gradellevel_scores are taken-from:the PRAT which was
given i -April of 1976: Reading 2.6; Spelling 3.7,.ArithMetit 2.3.

CONCLUSI NS'AND REeOMMENDATIONS

Janice is performing Within-the-mental-defective range of intellectual
functioningaccording_toithe,WISC. The adaptive behavior isibelow normal

. for an.individual_of Janice's age: _The WPAT shows she is achieving more
than fOur levels below her grade lqyel. Though she has had speech
therapy. Janice still has difficulty-with verbal communicationskills.i_
Pencil.and paper_ operations aretperformedwith slow;:deliberate strokes;
Janice seems to have difficulty controlling. the pencil to the task. All
'performance was slow Janice qualifies for-Special-education .as-ecle
cable mentally retarded. The present plaCeMent_seems to_be a opriate
to her'needs:and--abilities. It is recommended for the. ARD comm tee to
continue Janice in the resource program.

Janice will_need emphasis on practical Usage of_academics based on voca-
tibnal readiness skills. -Time structuring should be introduced in-
relation to the vocational requirements. Verbal communication skills
tsiwell_associal awareness could be worked on simultaneously in a small
grou0 situation;_

Janice can best learn through the auditory channel. She needs a variety
of experiences_ based on vocational- and social:situations;_: _Opportunities
to share experiences through discussion need to be provided consistently;

Examiner: Linda Lane
Educational Diagnostician



INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
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'INMATE C A

!CI

TUCKS
-
a--

DATE OF 1ATTERY

DATE OF I.C.P.

I C P. PLACEMENT'

SPECIAL TEACHES

a SCHOOL UNIT

RESENT_LEVELS_OF_PERFORMANCE _

Oraopleit individualized Test

Reading Compreheaan Moth

Math Reading Recognition
U '

Language Arts- e9i .

General Information

Total Test

N . _Related Services Educational Program

Special Transportation Regular Classroom

z School Health Services '
Counseling wijh students and/or,',.

families

.. Psyclsological Services 'N

Audiological. Services

; Medical Diagnoti Svices

Occupational Thitrapy

Physical Therapy-

..... Potent Counseling and Ttainitig --Specialized Programs
V

Adoptive Equipment

Special Seating

Orientation and Mobility

...Speech Therapy

Othir:__
=m0.=...........,=k1

VI
Hours
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PROGRESS REPORT

Date
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NIWIM.M.1411111..11.1.1111

Quarter 1 2 3 4 -

1111. 6.
7, '4
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4, 9

Signature

Tant
L

Dote Quarter 1 2 3. 4

Objective Progress t

1, 6.

2, 7,

4,

5.

Signature

9,

0.

137,17A1'

tIA61111,;

Date Quarter 1 2 3 4

gimgmAgra~n....firm...
1 4,140N10.0
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2. 7.
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Identified Strengths Participants in I.E.P. APPROVE REJECTw.
.

1

w Parent or Guardian..... AsIOMIMI

Special Teacher, ,
Regular Teacher Fk.4. .

Administrative Representative, i----
Counselor..._ .
Educational Diagnostician,.1chritindWittitutot
Psychologist ...,--..,. .

Supervisor ,....... -----
Student --......--.....
Other

4
6 ) Date:

Placement itecommondation:

. i .

Placernent Justification;
.

Ineligible .Eligible

........--....._.--
I i

..---------1
4

Alternatives Considered:

, , I SIGNATURE)

.

........11MM=1=.=............M.P.M......1....IMM.MMIIPMPIiIIIM..MP..=
%
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11M...
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7 . --...
,s----...............--.---=

Special Transportation
,
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611.4001.1................i,mmaypm,
.
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Speoitil leitteuclions
W; ACTIVITY: What's thl Uftrence?
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

.1. Obtain atop/ of your state's special education policies and procedures guicliandmake copies of the
page_ describing placement polyes for hartdicaPpeTtd students.

2. Divide the particiPents War, smaller groups and give each participant a co* of the placement
procedures. ,

3. Encourage participants to be honest when comparing the guidelines to the local policies. Stress that
.1&al distticts do have some freedom when applying those guidelines, so that differences are pound to
occur.

-4. If you 0'0084,10.i can end the activity-after the smallgroups have reported their conclusions: If you
decide that preparing a local policy would help participants understand how a process could work

Wert parry-- the ac tiVity through step 5 in the workbook.
_ _

1. Participants _may not have enough background to compare local placement procedures to state
guidelines. `toil may havetb limit this activity to workshops at whiCh special education is also present;

2; Small groups may be slow to discuss the differences. Youcan guard against this by assigning capable
facilitators as small group - leaders or by preparin& list of questions participants ShOUld answer.. ,

IV. ACTIVITY: Whic$ Job?.
HIDDEN PURPOSE: To show vocational teachers the many jobs which harklicapped students would be

capable of doing if giVen the opportunity and the appropriate training
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Divide the participants into smaller groups. Assign a handicapped Student.
2. Give each participant a copy of the form in their workbook and five minutes to complete thO form.
3. Then ask their small group to develop a list together (which they agree on). Give them ten minutes for

discussion.
4. Lead a discussion based °Tithe Sinail groups' lists and the way theysliffer. When participants have

SUgge*ed that students could perform the fob and:be trained with modifications, ask them to &Moo
those modifications.

. ,

IV. ACTIVITY: !EP Meetings
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:.

1. Divide she group into Smaller groups of from five to ten participants each.
.2. Because each situation requires approximately 15 minutes, you may want id choose two or three

whith especially apply to your local district.
3. Time each ditcUStion. Atter approximately 10 minutes; ask group leaders to summarize briefly their

group's answers to the questions.
PROBLEMS: Your main problem will be time: Decide on a schedule arid stick to it. 6
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IV- ACTIVITY: Writing an IEP
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Decide exactly what you want the participants to do. One way to shorten the activity is to ask
participants to determine only short- and long-term goals for vocational placement. If time allows,
however, you may want participants to complete the entire IEP.

2. You may want participants to complete your own district's IEP forms rather than the forms in the
workbook.

,3. Divide the group intb smaller groups of five to ten participants each Choose 'one of the two'case
studies (usinspOth makes comparison at the end difficult).
Be pore -the groups complete the IEP in the time allotted,

5:. 'Tbertrithe activity, ask each group to report their decisions. These usuallyvary:,Heve group leaders
. defend their groups' choice.

PROBLEMS: Don't lei the groups get bogged down in the details of the psychological data (or in the strange
language). Stress placement. Keep the final discussion infbrmal.

v



Few of us who have had limited contact with
hatidfcal*WO:teop161644L entirely comfortable with
then); probably. because_ we --are unfamiliar with
thWiierld.-WO can't WI What theyareintrikkv.-We
haviele same complaint about.peopie with_a lot
mot education, or money, or social status; people
front other countries or just any group of people
we kfentify as-different.-

One way to learn about being handicapped is
to the-handicap itsWf. Therefore, In
this section we bsNexincluded very brief descrip-
tion4_Of-chosin tiodicaps, With some identififing
cheXactensticc _Mettler way to learn;:however;
anti one- whith- 11:-muCh more -realistic- and
enlightening; is to- meet - handicapped people and
Sid Mit-fer yOtirsives-What haVing a certain hand-

means' in thelt.lives: For thisi we have in-
cluded a few snort rixxiologinta. While the desialp=
tions_oftlwhanikitipping_ongdltions_are vetygen,
Orel, the monologies we very specific; expressing
only PersOn* expinWrite.

Glance thititigh thefdlowing pages to acquaint

Insights
tti

yourselves. with - h 'capping conditions; Two
handicaps,' Visu al -imp ment -and -learning disabil-
ity, have already been -covered in the slide presen-
tation,. so only descriptions will be given for thorn.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
,

Visually impaired students.can be either bibid
or-partially blind. Blind students- must depend on;
their senses of touch and hearing rather than their
sight. -Pat-daffy blind students can- sekbut their vi-
sion .leso limited--that even-with correction ,they
need different- materials; facilities, and- equipment
to succeed; _ Some observable characteristics:
squinting-and rubbing of eyes; sensitivAutd bright
lights; avoidance_of close eye work; difficulty with
coordination, and the appearance of being awk-
ward and clumsy.

LEARNING DISABILITY
Learning disabillties are difficult to describe be-

. cause they can be so varied; Usually, they are
language-rWated handicaps linked to visual; 'audit-



,- -
et._ or WOW-died Viethal liernIngllis-
abilltkdi, some dharacteried te::11mIted_affention
wart for- -vlattai-taak,- -raped% n . or --omisslon of

ArtorthLivnan fearAngi=hokidng -boOks or written- ma-
tonal too closely, freqOent 'fotgettlrig; excessive
blinking, and dlzziness. , : : .1

0biiiii." able Otiaribtarlitics ler- &WM:fry learn-
ing 'disabilities InClude: difficulty-In following -oral
directions, over- attentiveness, talking_ too loudly or
softly; and not knowing where sound has come
from.

MENTAL _R ETA4AT1ON
Mentally retarded-stUdenU have-trodble learn-

ing; The extent of thatdifficully, of course; varies
ROM-MU-dent tO student. Somomay have a rate of
intellectual develoOment close to 75% or normal;
whilOothers -have a smaller rate: In public schools,

.: most students who are labeled retarded are toward
the upper level.: : ,,- .

----The-observableitharacteristics of a mentally re-
tarded student are: 'Short memory retention; short
attendon- tipanpoor motor ability, and poor Ian
guage development The student will probably not
act his chronOlOgical age. :

Christophiolkiildly retarded): _ _____

I'm retarded; 1:_don't sayithat to very many
people, because they hold it against me. You
know? They think It's me that's bad, not the
Way I learn. ,_

I can do almost anything I want to; though;
I can play pinball, set=a _date lice= other kids,- I
can drive a car; and all sorts of things;_if you
just look at me, you won't even know I'm re-
tarded;

What I 'can't dais get really interested in
what people are tellins-me. They use words I

. don't - know; about things - I've never seen.
Readin_g- Is- reai-hard, and I've never been
much good

-rn

thmetic. But if someone
ShOWS- e;-' ng, then shows me again;
and maybeevie galn, then I can probably do
it.

What do I want t
know, get some mane

4 real good at mowing
I Nid° the Ded
Maybe I can get a job

do? Get a job. You
so _I can _buy a car. I'm

, and some day
fix the mower.

like that
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. I sursvhope so; Then maybe I won't be re-
tarded anymore.,

ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED
OrthopediCally handicapped students have

MuscUlar, skeletal, or neuro-muscular
month.. Their biggest distinguishing= factor Is that
they matt get around as well as other people; and
must rely on crutches or wheelchairs. Some are
bed-ridden. Other characteristics include: lack of
motor controLdIfficulty in using conventional mate-
rials or equipment for learning; slow movemen4 or
pacing of routine activities and frequent stretching
for exercise:

Tom (Wheelchair-bound):
"My world is basically built around this

wheelchair and the equipment I use. It's kind
of like I'm driving a small car and everyone
else is walking, In driving my ca_ri_peo_ple
'haven't made it very easy for me: There are a
lot of architectural barriers, like steps, that
keep me from getting-around;

One of my biggest problems Is people's
eyes. They're always staring at me when Igo
somewhere. Or, they're looking down at me
when -I talk to them. This puts me at a disad-
vantage: I have learned to ask people to sit
down when we talk so I can look at them at the
same eye level. '

You know, one out ol every 200_persone is
paralyzed to some degree. It seems strange;
but a big problem of being paralyzed is that
you' can't feel 'pain. I sometimes hurt myself
and don't even_know it. One of the thinge that
always amazes me when I talk to people is
that drex seem to be afraid to talk atiOUt physi-
cal things ; .. like sports; camping or things
they think Mani do_ They don't realize that I
enjoy all those things, too.

_ People mostly talk to mein cliches, like
"How you dOin?" They must think that my
physical handicap also makes -me socially
hitad.Opped. They are alstr always trying to
introduce me to another hanercepp*0 person.
I really like to be around people who are not
handicapped. YOU learn more for one thing.

ithink that one thing that tiddlers people IS
my equipment my wheelchair; my hook and
chest brace. If they knew more abOUt my
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equipment and-What I can do,- it would -be bet-
ter. You know; ever since I can remernberi_i've
bean making a-runringlitt of things 1 -can-do n
a diary The:list includes. brushing my teeth,
using a typewriter and baking a cake. I now
have about 115,008 things on that list. When
people focus on what I can do instead of what I
can't do, it's better for me and it's better for
them;

REARING IMPAIRED
: A hearing Impaired person: is- either hard of
hearimi -or-deaf, If- hard-of=hearing,-- a person can
hear and undenstandspeech if certain compensa-
tiOns-are made (louder- than usual ,-- hearintaid, and
so forth). A:deaf person must rely completely on lip
speech -reading or sign language, or a combination
called total communication. Even a hearing aid will
riot help. ..

Some observable characteristics:. inability to
tell- the direction- of eounds,--the omission or sub-
stitution of sounds; tension during a conversation;
failure -to- respond -when spoken to and the inability
to hear In a group;
Use (Hearing Impaluid);

Yea, I have trouble hearing. Sounds just'
aren't -as- clear for-me as they are for you.
They're like a tree off In -the distance, where all
the leaves blend together. I can still hear the
sounds you hear, I Just have trouble making
words out of _thorn. That's why I watch_ people

, so carefully. The way their lips- move, the way
their expressions change, their- eyes, those
are all clues to whir they're saying.

If you saw me at home; you'd never know I
hid trouble hearing (unless of *turas, you
sew my. hearing aids); because my family
knows what I need. They never try -to talk to
me from where I can't see them (like behind
any back). And When I get blank look on my
face, they just go ba what they've said
in different w ?rds. -

Talking to hard -of- hearing _people, you're
bound to get some blank looks. Don't think
we're dumb thdugh, or that we don't know
what the words mean. That's not It at all. I

know a lot of words because I read all the
time. The problem is that we don't recognize
the words, period. We can't sort out the differ-

ent sounds so that a particular word stands
out.

You probably don't have any trouble know-
ing what these wdrds are: "G---d m--r---ng"
(especially when they're the first words you
hear in the morning!). But what about these
words? " c- -f b- r." Would
you recognize "The other coffee's better"?
Probably not.
_ So you see;when you can't hear very well,
you do- a lot- of guessing_ and hoping- that
your guessls right. Those_jokes where some
one says, "How's the weather?" and someone
answers; "No, I haven't met her." You know?
You might think they're funny. I think they're
awful. They scare me.

Another thing that scares me is talking.
See, talk funny.- My words sound I
know people think I'm shy otitand-offish or
even withdrawn,- because I'm so quiet. -I'm
used tO that by now. Still; if they knew what a
hassle it is for me -to get people to understand
what I'm saying; they wouldn't wonder why I
don't talk much. At hOme I talk -all the time
(maybe to make up for the rest of the day, I
don't know).. At home, everyone understands
me the first time.

When I was a kid; I hardly went out at ell to
play, because I was so scared of making a kid
of 'myeelf and because the_ neighborhood kids
thought I was a big joke. The big thing was to
make fun of the way V talked. Now rm_in high
school, though, and I have a lot of friends.
There's- one other-hard-of-hearing kid in my
ommercial art class; He's super; And I have
other friends, too not -all who have trouble
hearing; either-. We go to football games; and
dances, and thinp. One of them has a car. I'm
going to driver's ed now; over at the commu-
nity college.

So like 1.8E14 words are just fuzzy to me,
like a picture, out of focus; And I'm not dumb
either. ,Just take limetaiking to -me and face
me so I can see you. Then go-back and ex-
plain something in different words when I can't
understand_you._ That's not so hard is It? _

.(aey, did I talk too much? Sorry. It's just that
I hardly dyer meet someone who I can sigh
with.)
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SPEECH IMPAIRED
.Speech -11Maired -stUderiti have speech pat- ,

terns which differ from the normal:to the extent that
= it-is -notkle. Some -speech disTordere are ar-

ticulatory, stuttering, delayed speech; and speech
associated with deft palate, heiaring Impairment, or
cerebral_ palsy, Their speecti_is _characterized by
subistitutionc omissions; and distortions,

Jeremy (Stuttering):
I'm a normal healthy kid with one prOblerw.

I: stutter. Really, when you _think _about all the
thingel can do, you wouldn't think stuttering
would make such a big difference.

It does though, for some of the things that
count the most Like friends. I have a real hard
time making them. Kids I meet either get impa-
tient and fill in words for me before I could
finish a sentence,or pity_ me and =I don't want
that stuff in a Mend. And respect I used to have
a real big problem with that Atter all, who can
respect you when you have to struggle so hard
just_ to get a stupid word, out?

But I've got -it pretty good__ now that I'm in
small engine repair. None of the kids in class
seem to mind when I don't Join into all the
friendly chatter that goes on in the shop. Why
should they? Last year I won the state cham-
pionship, and this year I've earned, so much
money fixing lawnmowers, and edgers; and
go-carts and things around my neighborhood,
that I bought me a Camaro. Talk about re-
spect! You don't have to talk real good to drive
a Camaro.

Really you don't have to talk real good to
do a lot of things. If only people would realize
that.

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED

Emotionally disturbed students, for any number
of reasons, have trouble controlling their behavior.
These tlifficulties may result from a Wide range of
psychiatric disturbances. Some characteristics:
hypersensitivity to criticism, low tolerance, for
frustration, tendency to be overly critical of self,
tendency toward imaginedipersecution, habitual
isolation from others, nervousness and explosive,
immaturity, or inappropriate behavior in the class-
room.
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These students usually have had very little sta-
Jillity in their lives, at home or arschool.

Charlie (Emotionally Disturbed):
Sometimes I get outside myself and see

what I'm going. Causing trouble for myself and
for the other kids. Embarrassing the teachers
in front= of other people. Sometimes I hate
What I do ... the times I get outside myself.

Mostly, things just happen. I can't describe
my feelings then, or explain why 1 =do the
things that make me the way I am. I tryyou
know; sometimes I really try to tell them so
someone will understand.

I've sat so manx hours with counselors and
psychologists and other people who are sup-
posed to help me. And I try then too. -I answer
all their questions. And, wow! do they ask me
questions. They ask, I answer; they correct
me (and how do the know anyway7). You
know; it's all a big game and at the end _of it
they get the big paycheck. Do they think I don't
know that's why they do it?

And my teachers. Do they think I don't
know they send me down there Lust to get rid
of me for awhile? Yeah, well, they don't kid
me. I'm real good at showing them just how
much they really care about me. I go into a
new class (and I do that a lot; they shuffle me
around pretty good) and there's the teacher all
cheery; all ready to show how much he cares.
Yeah, well, none of them really care.

Not about me they don't. Not about people
who pick their noses,- ind bang their heads;
and squeak their chair, and tear -their paper.
Oh; what's the use? It's all a big game and
when it comes to showing them who they
really care about, I'm the big winner. Just a
dame and I win.

Until I get outside myself ...

OTHER HEALTH IMPAIRED
Students with_ this handicap have limited

strength and vitality because of chronic health
problems. These could be Caused by rheumatic
fever, heart conditions, tuberculosis, asthma,
epilepsy, leukemia, nephritis, hemophilia, and in-
fectious mononucleosis-. Don't be surprised if
these students are apathetic, and constantly tired.



They will frequently miss, school and often for long
ptrIode of time.
Lynette (Heart Trouble):

The first time I had a hearWmurmtir I
tho-ught- I *du Id die. I,know in all the books,
when edmeone comes to In the hotWal; they
ttInkrtght away, "Oh, this Is heaven," Well; _I
didn't I didn't really think anything. I just Tel
afraid._ 4*

And you know those white walls? Maybe to
same pawle,_they look good, cause they're so
clean and everything. To me, they look awful.
You know . . . like the* Were always coming
out at me, so pushy and aright In that little tiny

There how- it is in the hospital. Everyone is
always coming at you; with shots or more tests
Or all sorts of horrible things:

Do I sound paranoid or something? Maybe.
'I am. But -if you -had spent as-much Um In the
hospital as I have; you would. be sea too:
And if you -hated it as much -as I do,-yo would
be real careful about notgoingiback: __ _

i That's why I'm like I am; why _l "sit it out In
PE,-_:_and why_ I- dbill &Oh -try out for the drill
team. If you want to seem really weird; be the
only person-Whb won't go see Jaws, or ride

. the roller coaster; or play intramurals.
_I do jog a little though,_ to _help_-keep my_

weight down. I have to be so dam careful
about how much I weigh because_ extra
pounds push on your heart -- you know; it has
to work harder. You wouldn't believe how
many things put stress oh your heart
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That's why I like computer programming.
Computers are real quiet, and the only sur-
prise they ttwow at you Is your program not
working again. I really likeit and someday I'm
going to earn my living doing It.

Then maybe even white walls won't scare
mel (See, at least I can laugh about HI)

MULTI-HANDICAPPED
Unfortunately, many handicaps pull others with

them: a person with cerebral patsy Might have
trouble talking, a retarded person_ may_have trou-
ble with mobility. According to Frank Bowe;_ in
Handicapping America, "half of all disabled -chit;
dren and youth of school ago are multiply disabled;
with fully one-fourth having_ three or more did=
abilities.' if so; public educators must become
equipped to deal with More than one learning WO;
lent in their students.

SUMMARY
The descriptions and monologues In this sec-

tion of the workbook are an intrikkiOtion to the
many problems students with handicaps might
have Disabilities areOfieri riVer=ernpliailgad;:i8y
the time they reach high _school; most students
with handicaps- know-the hhoetance- of cOMperi-,
sating for those handicaps; and are very-willing to
discuss- new-suggestions. In the end, it is their
strengths and normal abilities that will determine
their success in both vocational 'education and the
jobs they eventually hold.

4b.



Activities.

ACTIVITY: What it's tike

Purpose: To Simulate a handicapping condition
Materiels: Any :or all of the follow

Wheel chairs (borrowed from hospital)
Crutches (borrowed from school nurse)
Eye patches
Ear plugs
Arm slings
Cards With handfcappingAlitions (see Leader's Guide)
Cards printed with "non-handkaptx4d

Time: 60-90 minutes (during lunch break)
.

Instructions: 1. Draw a card. If it-has alhar*dicaMIng condition, get the necessary equipment or materials
for simulating that handicap:

2. Then go to lunch with it non-handicapped helper,:
S

3. Be prepared to share your experiences (diff es, negative or positive attitudes, new
wirspoctives).

ACTIVITY: New Perspectives
Purpose: To discover hidden strengths of handicapped students

Mettriils: Paper
Pewits

Time: 30-45 minutes



Instructions:

ACTIVITY:
Purpose:

Materials:
Time:

Instructions:

1. Your workshop leader will assign a handicapping condition to your-small group. Yqlkwill
have five (5)_ minutes to list as many disadvantages you can think of to having that
handicap. Be as specific as possible.

2. Be prepared to share your list with the whole group.
3. Now turn over your sheet of paper and list as many advantages as you can think of.
4. Again be prepared to ahare,your list. .

Speaker
To give a chance for participants to speak with a handicapped person

As required by the speaker

30-45 minutes
1. Irwita a handappedperson to relate .experiences, problems and solutions; barriers; and

successes. Stress that you prefer personal experiences. Local rehabilitation officers,
advocacy groups, or everrspecial education personnel may be able to suggest possible
speakers. .

2. Leave time for questions.

Special Instructions
V. ACTIVITY: What It's- Like
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. First collect all the equipment necessary (as listed in the workbook); then make cards. If you have two
wheelchairs, have two cards which read "wheelchair-bound," if you have two slings have two cards
which read "without an arm;" and so forth. The cards do not have to be big just large enough to be
drawn from a hat.

2. Assign -one non-handicapped person to each handicapped person (usually participants will pair off
naturally).

3. After participants return from lunch, ask them to report on their experiences, any difficulties, negative
attitudes, and so forth.

PROBLEMS: if participants do not want to take part, do not force them; You Will need some participants to be
nonhandicapped anyway. is

V. ACTIVITY: New Perspectives
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Choose one of the following handicapping conditions and assign it to all the small-groups (you may
also assign a different condition to each group): visually impaired; learning disabled, mentally
retarded, orthopedically handicap
other health impaired, or multi-ha
a little more detail.

, hearing impaired, speech Impaired_, emotionally diaturbeT4d,
'capped. You will probably have to define these impairments with

2. Supply a specific situation which you want participants to react to (see Wow). This will help guard
against vague answers (for example, a visually impaired person will hpttrouble seeing). To further
guard against this, you may want to give examples which are extremely specific.



3. Give each group a point for every disadvantage they list and two points for every advantage.
Have each small group report their lists.

PROBLEMS: If answers are too vague; try the suggestions above. If participants cannot think of any
advantages, cut the time for the activityshort,'

SITUATIONS: -

At a ball game
Buying groceries
Eating out
Applying for a job

. First day of college
Going to amovie
At the amusement park

On a cruise
Buying a car
On -a plane trip
Contesting a speeding ticket
Furnishing a house
Applying for a loan
Going to a conference or convention

V, ACTIVITY: Handicapped Speaker
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. When trying to decide who to invite, consider the follring sources for suggestions:
local civic organizations

-,t*P

local special education department
state or_ local rehabilitation commission
the American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities (Washington, D.C.). This organization can put
you in touch with local advocacy groups. _

JD state or local committees for the employment of the handicapped. Most governors have such a
committee; as do many mayors of big cities:

Z. Once you have invited someone, be sure you will be able to 'provide anything they may need (an
interpreter, ramps, microphone, etc.).

3. Come prepared with some questions. ,

PROBLEMS: Some speakers are dull. The best guard against this is t limit their time. If they are interests
speakers extend the question/answer period. Usually workshop p 'pants prefer short presentations.
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Learning-can -be more diffittlt stUdents,
who nave handicaps_ because most handicaps in

`sortie way limit or distort the student's ability to
reeelve, proceis, or actupon Information. An easy
way to visualize how to deal with Owe problemi Is
to-100* at-the learn-IN/Process-in -terms of -a mental
computer; For non - handicapped students this
mental- computer is-able to receive information,.
process it, land -produce an output withirelative
ease.- This- Is riot- the-case for many- handicapped
etudents.in order to successfully teach handicap,
ped-students, teachers have to adjust their teaCh-
ing.strateglesto fit the input_processing and output
problems that these students have:

INPUT
In order for each student's mental wmtiuter to

successfully-operate in the- learriincy situation,- it
mat havegood input If input is distorted; learning
it didtorted. -Each- stUdent hati three basic-channels
for receiving information' the Visual ..or seeing .
chann0-,--theatiditin or- hearing Channel, and the
tactile,kinestiretio or the touching_and muscle
sense: channel. Students receive information by
seeing; hearing..and touching.

For handicapped students, one or more of
theme input channels may be impaired or absent.

Teaching Skills
._

suchbut teachers can program Information In such a
way, that students are able to receive It. If the atu-
dent's handicap is such that one input channel it
limited, the teadver can compensate for the hand-
Imp by using teaching aids such as large letters for
students With vision problems_ and tape recorders
and oral tests for students who have trouble read-
ing.

If The stUdent's input channel is complikW4
blocked; the teacher can program information for
the student to receiVe through the remaining open
channels. For the blind student; forexample,_visuel
information should be spoken so that the student
gets the information through hearing or touching.

PROCESSING

Many handicapped students are able to receive
information through all res input chanriWs, but
have difficulty processing the information once it is
raceivWd. Some cannotprocess-the information, so
have trouble applying a laqt learned In one situa-
tion to another situation. OtherattidentscannOt call
the information back, and so seem forgetful:_

If- necessary,. teachtirs can- make information
easier to process: In this_ strategy, the teacher
pre -sorts and we-classifies information before
presenting It to the student; and so detour around
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.
AI- attident's processimwoblem For example--s
vocational- teacher can set _out necessary toolt;
eivaitt0 Patta, screws,;_nute, Wits, etc., before the
student begins a day's_work

Another strategy is to break -Information down
into steps and teach one step at time. Although
this =may seem-like a normal teaching procedure;
for handicapped students learning steps should be
much smaller -than- steps- normally used --for non-
handicapped .students, Some:handicapped stu-
dents --also have difficulty -in --fOlfowingi step se-
quence even though -the steps are simple;
Teachers can-help -to make Hilt easier-as -well. For
example;_whileperforming a step; students can be
required-to recite the step- number-and What they
are doing. Students with vision impairments can be
required to touch or move a wooden number.cor-
responding to the step they are performing in a
sequence.' :.- .

Students with a- processing' problem may be.
eble-to -retain more of the informatkm -that 19- r
ceived it they continually repeat- the information.
Handidapped stUdents- may. -need -a -great deal of
repetition in-order to process the information into
memory and to activate easy retrieval.

A 4W-eel strategy -for students yiith processing
iproblems is to present _information in each stu-.
'dent's best:processing channel, If the-stUdent pro-
ceases best:visually, the student should'seethe
information. If the student processes best auditor-
ally; the student should hear the information, and if
the student processes best kinesthetically; the
.student needs .'! ands on":training.

OUTPUT
A third area where teachers encounter difficul-
in teaching handicapped students relates to

dent output...Some handicapped students have
Iculty translating information once they have re-
ed and processed it: their-muscles and bodies

r.

won't db what thing- want them to-do,-their speec-h
_won't_ come_ out as intended; Because output : is
Usually-used to measure student learning-a skill
developthent, teachers will want to help udent
produce a constantly improved output, Is re-
quires realistic expectations; tolerance; and a sys-
tem of rewards,

Having realistic expectations concerning the
student's = output capabliitiesilll influence the SKIT
dent's efforts: if teacher expectations are "too
high," the stUdent may sense failure and cease_ to
try: If teacher expectations are "too-low ;' the star
dent may lose the -Motivation to try. In orderto get
expectations_in line with what the student is capa-
ble of doing, the teacher should stay in close touch
with how the student is doing. ' '_

Nevertheless, while constantly assessing the
student's progress, teachers will want to remain
relaxed, tolerant and non-threatening Aen trying
to communicate. Nothing could be worse than an
atmosphere of constant criticism or constant un-
warranted praise. This only compounds the stu-.
dent's handicap.

the..teather shotild consiatently reward
the student for success, and for progress toward
success. In order to develop a backlog of swum
for the student, the teacher should even plan ac-
tivities in which the student can succeed. This is
especially true when handicapped students are in-
tegrated into classes where they compete with
non-hand ica0ed students.- SUCCOSS, however,
should be interlaced with challenges.

In teaching the. handicapped stodent; the
teacher must make sure the skident has an oppor-
tunity to learn. The teacher has to make sure the
student receives, to the degree possiblb,
torted information in a form that will help fie stu-
dent. process and return the information: in this
way' the teacher will help the _student develop a
success backlog through realistic expectations;
tolerance and wards.



ACTIVITY: it's .Different
Wurposp To compare teacNng the handiCapped With teaching the nonharklicapped.,

. Following worksheet duplicated for each participant:
Perils

Thee: 15 minutes
Instructions: 1; Read, the following_ woitsheet.

2; Then fill In the worksheet. In1he first columnlist what is different when you teach the
handicapped, and in the mkt list what isn't different. _.

3. fr)ct a team recorder who will report your list to the grqok

WORKSHEETt
Overtipard in teacher's 14nge:I .

-"You knotvi (thought having Skidents in my class woUlct cause so big changes, but no way.
Not that much has changed." .

,"You've got to be kidding. My wifole teaching Situation is erent. I can't move the class slang as fast as I
used to I'm not sure how to grade anymore; and I worry hat somebody's going to get hurt.

EitectyIfew different is It to teach handicapped students? Use the space below to list the things that your
team tNnks are different and not different. I .

DIFFERENT , NOT DIFFERENT

r"



ACTIVITY:
Purpose:

Materials:

Time:
Instructions:

DIFFERENT NOT DIFFERENT

r
Learner Analysis

To decide how to teach smcific sldlis to students with differing handicapping conditions

Workbeok
Paper and Pencil

45-80 minutes
1. Your workshop leader will assign your team one of the students crescribed below. Read

the description;
2; Then read the list of tasks and .choose one related to your team's field.
3; Analyze the task according to:your student's abilities; and answer the questions:

Students:
Sam Thompson is a nilldV retarded student. He Is 19 years old. Sam has a Short attention span and is

frequently inattentve. He is-significantly bel6w grade level in both reading and math. His motor skins
are average for his age.

Tony Garza bas an auditoqf learning_ disability and has-difficulty following orii Instructions. When
receiving instructions Tony frequently-requests that information be repeated; His math skills are good;
but his reading skills are at about the third-grade level.

Tracy Wilsoka 18,yeer,old wfleelchaff.bounclparaplegic; is paralyzed from the waist dowh; She moves
around (task/ in her wheelchair and has full use of herarms. Her-reading and math Mills are at grade
level and her performance in the building trades has been excallent-

Lorne Simpson, an 18-year-old partially blind student, must depend on his sense of.touch for learning.
Hellas some difficulty with eye-hand coordination and while his math is.at grade.level his reading Is
below grade level. .

Peter Miller is 1Gyear -o_Id deaf student He does sorneflp readi4latid sIg_nirig. Peter is -urithle to
recOgnize speech sourds, even with a hearipg aid; and his reading and math are about two grades
below NS school -age peers.

List et Tasks: ,,-,

Shampoo. hair.
GiVe a manittke.
Comb hair out
Ut halt.

dry hair. ;
Put paper in_typewrIter.
File alowabeticaiiy.

,
Operate copy machine.
Collate.
Learn the keyboard.
Make -out a sales slip.
Run the cash register
Make change.
Restock shelves. 7,
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Make a bed.
Ghrtra-bath.
Change a dressing;
Grt hamburgers.
laatce rota -61Wck.
Sot buffet table.
Bake a rake.
Take an order.
Prevaresoll.
Repot plants.'
AffanAre
Prune .plants;

..-Fartillte plants.
Diaper a baby.
Balance a meal.

Any Others you may want to add,

ClUestforat:

Pian'a menu.
Lay a pattern.
Pules a garment.
Match fabrics.
Sew &patch on_ jeans.
Charge systems with refrigerants.
Overhaul a lawnmower.
Use a rip saw.
Cross -cut on a radial arm saw.
Use the framing square.

'Cut metal with a hack saw.
Set a rivet.
Position a spray gun.
Put Moulding around a window.

t What is your strident's beat input channel?
2. What charrel or channels may need compensation?
3. What aids might help the student?

Processing
y What processing problems might the stticWnt have?

2; How would you break the tat* down into smaller steps? List each One.

a How would you help the student leam sequence?
What safety precautions would be necessary?

Output
t. How frequently would you need to evaluate the studenrs learning?

HoW-would you do so? What ,output problems might the student have?
Hinv would you reinforce teaming?

; 0
_-

hatoioricso .

TavleVelop a list of:Successful techrilques for teaching the haridlcapped
totPufit 6: Paper

Pencil

Tim.: 20-46 minutes
rnetructkria: ti OnCe you are In your small grodp, list any problems you have personally had when

teaching a handicapped sttident and tiow you efolve It. Then go around your group and
\--- share your experiences.

2. If your group.has had little experience with the handlcappedi referto the list below. As a
group, decide what would be the mbest approach to solving each proble. f

3. Be prepared to share one or twoof the solutions with the entire group;

i"?



Problem* ; A .

A student who haabeen In special education classes all her life is now in a regular classroom, but is too
frightened by this new environment to make any progress. ,

A visually impaired student ls_unwilling to sit near the front of the class even though doing so would altow
him to read the blackboard

Everytime you_ask one handicapped student if-she understands a methcid or task, she nods her head
vigorously. Ten minutes later she has forgotten

A hearing Impaired student.-whose speech Is very understand, will never respond in class
presumably because his efforts' have been laughed at Iteviously,

An emotionally disturbed student will not do .her pail in cleaning Alp the shop.
A mildly retarded student has_a bad habit of swinging his head back and forth. The rest of the class is

beginning- to make fun of him because'of it.
One student from special education just will not try anything new._She seems to. lack any motivation.
Anothr special education student could not hartle your first criticism, He sulked in the corner, and

refused to pay any .attention to you for several dayla.
Oneatkident has almost no staying power. You put her on a task and a few minutes later she is over

bothering another student.
You are very worried about one of your slow learners: He seems to know that he must put upihe guard

and pull. down his' safety glass before using the equipment but how can you be sure?.
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Special InstrUctions
VI. ACTIVITY: Ws Different
HIDOEN PURPOSE: To show that very few important considerations are different when teaching the

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1

t.:" Divide the participants into three smaller groups.
After reviewim the activity, give thenvonly three minutes to list any differences. Warn them that their
time is limited.%
Then give them three minutes to list any similarities.

4 Ask a team reporter to read off their group's list. At your own discretion; let the participants discuis
th4ir differences of oprnion.

PROBLEMS:
1. If you think your participants may not be able to come up with any similarities, tell them they will recolVe

one point for every item (either difference or similarity) which they put down._
2. You may want to make the activity simpler by asking reporters to read just heir differences and

discuss; and then their elibilaritiedfind discuss. This will take, more time. .

VI. A VITYLerner Analysis
SPEcl L INSTWCT. IONS:

Divide thtpaftipants into Small grOups. You -m find that the activity works better if you put
participaritS from a common vocational area toget (T & I together Home Ebonomics together). If
your group is very small, you may even want to put only two teachers together. This will allow
teachers to work together more.
You may-either assign each small group one (*the five students, oryou may allow them to choose
one_ If you allbw them to choose, most may choose the mildly retarded or LLD student.

3. When the small groups report atithe end, encourage the reporters to be brief. You may want to ask
certain questions from li the second page of the activity.

PROBLEMS: If youdo not have ego ,Oh participants from the same vocational area, you may want to team
one vocational teacher with o: special education teacher. Teachers fiom different vocational areas
could work together, but the activeness of the activity may not be as great.

VI. ACTIVITY: What Works?
dr

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: DM& the participants, into small groups.
PROBLEMS: liparticipants hErieltti little experience with st udents who have been labeled`-` edicap_ped,"

you may find that the problerS listedln the workbook will start some discussion. You may even find that
you need topick out three or four which you would like them to discuss. Once on a problem, participants
could discuss for quite a whijw



ding the Handittpped
LE t:' 4e

NARRATOR; T hisprogram is celled" Inc! uding the
I:axbd" and focuses on_ a currently important obiedive In
education ... the including of 'handle-Wed studeats in
regular education.

* * *
'NARRATOR: Theprogramwas_developedatTexasA&M
University specifically for vocational education personnel
in public aclwoT sytteMs. Funds for the program were
provided by the Texas Edtication Agency.

* * *
PARENT: I'm so glad they are doing something far my
Carl. WOW maybe he'll be able to get a 10b samettay.

* *
TEACHER:- Good grief!. .... If I didn't have enough
trouble teaching _the kids I've got. Now they're going to
dump these handicapped kids on me.

* * *
REGULAR STUDENT: Did you see ttiose weird kid??
we've got in school? I hope they don't put one in one of my
dasses.

* * *
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR: A-R-D
1 -E-P M-R things sure were nice when it was
Just A-B-C.

* * *
HANDICAPPED STUDENT: Auto mechanics . . some-
day I'll be able to work on my own car. Maybe I'll be able to
work for a garage. *, * 4
NARRATOR: At the present time; public school systems
throughout the United States we developing and Imple-
menting programs directed toward Integrating handi-
capped students o regular education.

* * *
NARRATOR: School systems are implementing these
programs for three reasons. One Is what might be,willed a
moral reason, another is an economic? reasoN Nid the
third is a legal reason.

* * *
NARRATOR: The moral reason is the simple fact that
ttandicapped students have not been given the oppor-
tunitWs in edticatkin they have cWserved as citizens.

* * .*
NARRATOR:_ In thepastthe_public schools have tended
to exclude or Ignore _handicapped people._ Educational
alternatives that have been available to handicapped Btu-
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dents have been outside of the regular education experi-
ence.

* * *
NARRATOR: In the past, handicapped students either
received their instruction at home; in institutions; or in
special classes.

* , *
NARRATOR: This isolation from the mainstream of edu-
cation= has had a_serious impact on the development of
handicapped students as independent; contributing citi-
zens.

* * *
NARRATOR: For one thing it has Rrevented them from
having _positive behavior models to copy; _positive experi-
ences from which to learn; and positive, opportunities to
develop their potential.

* * *4,
NARRATOR: The educational barriers built around the
handicapped have kept them out of the classroom, out of
our social life, out of the Siay:

* * *
t4RRATOR: In an era-of equal rights for all, educators
flOW recognize that they have a moral responsibility to
break the isolation and give_ handicapped youththe same
educational benefits that other students now receive.

* * *
NARRATOR: The. second reason that handicapped
youth are now bein_g integrated into regular education is
economic: Whether we realizeit or not, there is an eco-
nomic payoff in. educating the handicapped:

*_ # *
NARRATOR: It currently costs American people 114 till=
Ron_ dollars: ayear in public and private funds to support
disabled people.

* * *
NARRATOR: Through expanded vocational education,
many-handicapped students can eventually_ become con-
tributors to our economy rather than just receivers of
economic benefits:

* * *
NARRATOR: The third, and perhaps major, reason that
handicapped youth are now being_integrated into regular
education Is simply that it is the law.

* * *
NARRATOR: in 19754 C teas passed the "Education
for All Handicapped C ren Act," generally known as
Public Law 94-142.

* *
NARRATOR: This w requires that handicapped stu-



dents be educ with non-handiCapped students in pub-
lic or private Ole to the maximum extent possible and
"appropriate" to the needs of the students:

* * *
NARRATOR: The basic Intent of 4.14 lawis to 'Ace harld-
icapped students in the least restrictive environment.

* * *
NARRATOR: In addition to establishing the basic educe-
Won rthts of the handUcacip*d, this law sets up require-
ments for individualized education _programs for dm,
process protection; for non-discriminatory testing and
evaluation procedures; and for confidentiality of informa-
tion.

* * *
41ARRATOR: Vocational educators will recognize that
the new law complements Public taw 94-48Z the law for
educating handicapped sttidents in vocational education.

* * *
NARRATOR: In_alterrVting 'to fulfill both their moral and
economic raspon.sibility and the legal_requirements of
PutNic Law 94-142 and Public Um 94482, some school
systems have run Into adjustment problems.

* *
NARRATOR: Educators are confused about thelegal re-
quirernents wick concerned-that they Jack the skills for
teaching lhetatidapped.i.ThiS confUsion and concern is
also complicated by prejtidice.

* 1* *
NARRATOR:_ Problems related to the law center around
interpreting the requirements; defining responsibilities;
setting up irldiAdual programs, arkl organizing support
services.

* * *
NARRATOR: In many :schools people -are -so confused
about "what to do" that their goal; providing handicapped
students With equality education, is often overshadowed.

* * *
NARRATOR:- As for skills, -few teachers have been -ex-
posed to the differenthandicapping conditions; and there-
fore few teachers believe they have the skills needed to
teach these stUdents.

* . * *
k

NARRATOR: -if -teachers -and- students -are prejudiced,
perhaps it is because they have been isolated from handl-
capped.people in the-past: Being unfamiliar with the hand-
icapped, Won/ extlude a ignore Wear:

NARRATOR: Although man ol systems era having
;difficulties, some,have had success with their programs.

. ,

NARRATOR: The major characteristic these mo-del

programs is that they have operationally defined their
objective and have operationally defined the steps to di:1,,
taken to accomplish this objective.

* * *
NARRATOR: For most successful pro-grams, the objec-
tive-is-lc move the-handicapped students to the degree
possible and feasible from isolation to integration, from
dependence to Independence.

* * *
NARRATOR: To achieve this objective, educators have
set forth a series of steps. These steps might be viewed as
rungs on a ladder:

* * *
NARRATOR: One step on the ladder is to clearly define
the roles of schoolpersonnOOl and students, that Is, what
these people must ddln otter to_ successfully integrate the
handicapped into regular education.

NARRATOR: In successful programs, principals, vo-
cational directors, guidance counselors, teachers,par-
ents and others involved know their roles and respon-
sibilities, and lynctiOnal relationships between these
roles. -'

7 t *
NARRATOB:- Another step on- the ladder is to develop
procedureriddr realistically assessing the needs and ap-
titudes oftipch handicapped student

r * *
NARRATO#:A4eucceisfiii odels, educators focus
their eIlatu rippstetermi the student's abilities and
not; imitatibrit Etdent's disability. That isthey
eetty d ential in areas in which the

std is

NARRA
ping handicapped students ir2*iyning

situation late to their needs- -
* '*

NARRIPOR:-Effective educators accOta
1W' Impoi)--rr-%3.cues through program planning teams, bu

tally. by coordinating and scheduling thee of thater
Warns.

,

f.te. .*
qi

process
Aathlit step on the ladder is to pro

* * * ,

NARRATOR: Another;Atep on the ladder is' tp pro-Yids
people with insights Into the problerns and needs. of stu-
dents with various handicapping conditions.

;:y" *
NARRATOR Many, model, programs provide- organized '

instructionifor staffirne_mbers-about handicapping-condi,
tions: In some programs; this Instruction is extended to
parenteand strident peers. The goal of the Instruction is to



develop a supportive environment for handicapped stu-
dents in the classroom.

* * * _
NARRATOR: Another step on the ladder is to develop
skills for teaching students with different handicapping
conditions.

* * *
NARRATOR: In successlut models,leachers are aware
of how students with different handicapping conditions
learn, and the teaching strategies that will work for each
student.

* * *
NARRATOR: This program will provide administrators;
staff personnel,-and teachers in vocational education with
informationthatwilthelp them integrate handicapped stu-
dents in their schools and classes.

* * *
NARRATOR: The program has six orientation modules.
You are participating in the first module, the Introduction,
right now.

* * *
NARRATOR: The second module will provide40,4th
information on the different roles that educatiOneVISlirson-
nel must_portray both in the school and in the classroom if
handicapped students are to be successfully integrated
Into regular education:

* * *
NARRATOR: The third module will provide information
on ass_essment_procedures or how to solve some of the
problems currently beingfaced in testing and evaluating
handicapped youth.

* * *
NARRATOR: The fourth module will explain the place- t7
ment process -and the- procedures for developing indi-
vidualized education programsfor handicapped students.

* * *
NARRATOR: The fifth module will give you insights Into"'

. some of the needs and problems faced by students with
different_ handicaps. This information may help you
understand and communicate with your handicapped .

students.
* *

NARRATOR: Arad the sixth module will inform you abbut
the learning styles of students with dl rent handicaps,
and about the teaching strategies t t may appeal to
these styles.

* *
NARRATOR: Now for some Information on program pro-
cedure,

* *,
NARRATOR: The procediu Includes slide-tape presen-
tations; team sessions, anniedback sessions.
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NARRATOR: Information in the slide -tape presentations
will provide a thinking frame -work abbut the subject being
covered in the module. These presentations are usually
about fifteen to twenty minutes long.

* * *
NARRATOR: Following each slide presentation, you will
take part in team learning exercises with a few of your
colleagues.

* -* *
NARRATOR_. These exercises will include case his
tortes, role-playin'i activity, and discussion problems.

* 4 *
NARRATOR: -After each-activity,-__you will join the other
teams in a feedback session where someone -from your
team will report your conClusiond to the total group:

* * *
NARRATOR: Now let us participate in our first team ac-
tivity. You will find theexercise for the activity at the end of
Module One in ;he participant's text.

*
NARRATOR: This exercise deals with some of the prob-
lems vocational eckicators face in including the handi-
capped in vocational education.

MODULE 2: Roles
NARRATOR: This is the second-module in the program
entitled "Including the Handicapped." This module is con-
cerned with defining the roles that people in secondary
schools must portray in order to include-handicapped
students in regular vocational classes.

* * *
NARRATOR: In most rnodel_programs Itajor step on.
the ladder for integrating handicapped students into regu-
lar education is to clearly define the roles of the people
responsible for the process, that id, what do people do.

* * *
NARRATOR: In these model programs it has been found
that when the roles are clearly defined, people are not only
encouraged to act," but their actions plement each
other.

* * *
NARRATOR: _However; clearly defining these roles is
sometimes difficult. This. Is because the legal require-
ments for educating the handicapped tend to emphasiZe
"what must be done" rather than "who"Pdoes "what."

* * *
NARRATOR: The law does not clearly define thelunction
and responifIbillties of teachers, principals, vocational di-
rectors, special education personnel and others.

* * *
NARRATOR: And It does not define how people in these
poilifons should work together:
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NARRATOR: Onii.y to easily understand WI* and
res_PWablitleainithetandisapped Integration process is
to vievr=z13 classroom as: a theatrical, stage
Where I are "acted bit."

NARRATOR: Before Public Law 94-142,the cast on this
stage was the teacher and regular vocational students.

* * *
NARRATOR: In general, this cast of actors was able to
work together effectively. The teacher knew how to teach
the class and the students knew how to respond
through learning.

* * *
NARRATOR: FolloWing enactment of PublicLaw 941 42,
some new scenes that have impact for vocational educa-
tion have been written for the classroom stage.

* *
NARRATOR: Now some new actors have ap pee r ed on
the classroom stage. These new actors are handicapped.

'* *
NARRATOR: These new actbrs have a wide range of
handicapping conditions that may require different learn-
ing paces and different learning programs.

*
NARRATOR: Essentially- happened on the vo-
cational classroom ata a new play is being pro-
duced.

NARRATOR: Ba w play has a simple_plot:
teach- vocational s far -students and to handi-
capped students in the Seitneciassroom.

* ' *4 *
RRATOR:, This new play will require some rot 4e and

script changes on the partipflhe actors.
* * *

NARRATOR: The teacher's new role will be to
dialogue Class that will inclUdeboth handl
dentS atWegular Wudenta,-and to impart triforO-tatign
ways that all students wiNjearri.

NARRATOR: The newest members of the cast, the hand-
icapraid students, need roles defined for them that will
meet lheir needs and tit their abllitie5.;

NARRATOR: There are five backstage roles that must be
effectively portrayed in order for this new play to be a
smash hit:

* * *
NARRATOR: These backsta_ge roles for the- classroom
sage -areicomparable to: the backstage _roles in the
theatie; they InclUde the producer; the. agent; casting; the
director and acting coach:

* * *
NARRAT-OR: LeCs take -the first backstage role; the role
of the producer: This_ role is portrayed In the school or-
ganization by the Building Level Principal.

. * * *
NARRATOR: Like all successful prehicersi-the building
leveliprincipaLrust: be committed to: and believe in the
play that's being produced; and must bring together the
necessary resources to ensure the play's success.

* * *
NARRATOR:= For the play to be successful, the building
leVel principal must organize and define the roles of the
suppbrt services groups who work with the adds on the
vocational Classroom Stage.

* * *
NARRATOR: The principal must esolve any difficulties
that develop between various su rt service groups:

* *
NARRATOR: And theprincipal must follow up to see that-
the necessary services are being provided by these
groups for the classroom stage.

* * *
NARRATOR: The second rote is the role of the agent. It is
the job of the "agent" to help find proper parts for the new
actors, the handicapped students. The role of the "agent"
laportrayed by the Special Education Director and the

_ Special Education staff:
* * *

ARRATOR:- Like all agents, the Special Education staff
ust pay e way for the new actors, and make sure that

acto as an opportunity to find an "appropriate"

NARRAT-OR:-flnally-ehstkAtiltristudentw4themake up
the largest part of the dist; to accept sap be suppor-
tive of the new actors. .

* * *
ARRATOR: The Special Education staff must inform

other school_personnel about the neede,_potentlal and
unique learningrequirements of all handlOapped students
so that the schoolsystem can develop suitable learning
scenes for them.

* * *
NARRATOR: The Special EducatIonstaff members must
also represent _handicapped students' interests to make

NARRATOR:, Uke allplays, this ne II require the sure that the school system notonly complies with the law,
efforts ofe let of people working backstag , a t of people 4, but to make sure that all school personnel understand the
working behind the scenes: c -
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era objective of' mainstreaming handicapped stu-
dbnts.

* * .
NARRATOR: The third role is the role of the Casting
Director. The Casting_ Director casts the new actors into
roles for,which they are best suited. The casting role is
portrayed by the I.E.P. Committee and the A.R.D. Com-
mittee.

* * *
NARRATOR: These committees make sure that the new
actors, handicapped students, are cast in "appropriate"
scenes based on their talent, interest and potential.

* * *
NARRATOR:- The fourth backstage role Is the role of the
':director." This role is portrayed by the Vocational Educa-
tion Director.

* *
NARRATOR: Like all play directors, the Vocational Edu-
cation Director is responsible for directing the actions of
the players and bringing out their best performance.

*- * * -' ,----- _

N A R R A T O R : The role ofthe Vocational 'Education Di-
rector is to make sure Wet the teacher has the skills and
necessary props for teaching and helping the new actors.

* * *
NARRATOR: The Vocational Director must also make
sure that the individual programs developed by the -cast-
ing committee for handicapped students are carried out.

* * *
NARRATOR: And that the quality of education regular
students have received in the past is maintained for them,

, * * *
NARRATOR: The fifth role is the role of the acting coach.
The coach works with the new actors and tries to help
Mein iiinderetand and successfully play their classroom
part: The role of acting coach is provided by the guidance

,counselor, -
_.

. 1 IC , * *
NARRATOR: Like Cling , the role Of the guld7..
ance counselor ist:4. el andiPapp Atiidents on
special problems th !- 4)) Waking their parts and in
dealing with the 6theri)OfPnr* '. '--'.

NARRATOR: It is the jo Oltheluidance counselor to
advise handicapped studentb-dodiaXp :their' WV° prqb- .
lems eat may have dekrelopedahotit O* individual learn-
Mg peoblems. 7.i` ; ....._ ,, ;4, ....4.kqe...t'tv.,, ^ ''

NARRATOR: It takes people working "on stage" and
people working behind the scenes.

* * *
NARRATOR: Even though attention Is generally-focused
on the players "on stage" the teacher, handicapped
students and regular students ---

* * *
NARRATOR: most modelprograms have found that this
play, like all plays, cannot be a success without the active
support of the backstage crew:

* * *
NARRATOR: Now let us participate in a team activity.
You will find the exercise for the activity at the end of
Module Two in the participant text

* * *
NARRATOR: This exercise will deal with some of the
problems vocational educators face in defining their role
in the handicapped integration Prokess.

MODU E 3: Assessment
This is th third mcdule in this program entitled "Including
the Han capped." This module deals with assessment:,c%

* * *
In most model programs, a major step on the ladder for
integrating handicapped students is assessment:

* * *
This is the step in which information about the handi-
capped student is compiled and analyzed.

* * *
Assessment is necessary in order to determine where the
student is now and where the student is going.

* *
For all models, asessii)ent occuraat the time a student is
enrolled in a vocational program and is an ongoing pro-
ceis.

* * *
The techniques used in assessment are both formal and
informal., * * *
Theft', assessment information may be compiled by ob-

* * *
asking the student questions ...

* *
formal testing.

NARRATOR: As we can see, it takes a number of people * *
portraying different roles and bringing together_ different
skills to make the new play on the classroom stage a hit
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Regardless _of how the Information is obtained, the o
tive for collecting the information is ...
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to answer three task q_ uestions.
* *

want to do? Let's Cell this the "wantYVhat does the s
-to" question.

* * *
What can the student do? Let's tall this the "can do"
question.

* * *
And hoW can the instructor best teach the student Let's
MI this the "how to" question.

* * *
The "want to" question is important because, like
everyone, handicaappedhandicapped students are motivated to per-
form when doing the things they "want to do."

The "can do" question IS Important because handicapped
students, like everyone else, are most successful doing
work they "can do" welt

* * *
And the "how to" question is Imports t because the in-
structor needs to know "how to" succe fully teach the
student.

* * *
When the assessment efforts are able to find the answer
to these three questions ...

. , .* * *
the odds are' considerably increasedt t the vocational
instructor will tlp a more effective teader

* * *
and the odds are considerably increased that the handi-
capped student will make a more successful vocational
adjustment.

* * *
Now you may ask "what is the role- of the vocational
educator in the assessment process," ...

* * *
or 'what can I do to help find the answer to the three
questions?"

* * *-
Let's take the "want to" question first and see what con-
tributions the vocational educator can make to th serv-
ing,asking,and testing process for finding out wino the
student wants to do.

* * *
First off, vocational instructors who work closely with -
dents have an opportunity, to observe what the student
likes to do.

* * *
These observations can provide information about the
kinds of tasks students like to spend time on; and seem to,
be interested in doing.
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Secondly, the vocational instructor is in a position to ask
students_question_s about what they like to do or would like
to do in the future.

* * *
And finally, the vocational instructor is in iigood position to
vely the-aptitude or interesttest results-that diagnostic
specialists and others may have obtainedAom students.

* * *
In addition to the"want to"-question, vocational Oducaters
can also make a significant contribution to the observing,
asking and testing process in the "can do" question.

* * -
The vocational instrUctoril students different

_-hotypes of vocational tasks w well they "can .4=

do" these tasks.
* * *

In addition to seeing what students can actually do-, t
can ask students questions and tolleCt information atiO
what students have successfully done in the past.

* * *
And finally they can verify the findings of the diagnostic
specialists on what the student "can do" academically
and vocationally.

* * *
Vocational educators can also make a significant con-
tribution to the observing, asking and testing process in
the "how to," or how to teach question.

* * *
They can observe how students seem to lbam bests for
exampledo they appear to learn easier by listening, read-
ing, verbalizing, or doing?

* * *
They can also observe the pqce in Which students learn.

* * *
And-they can observe and determine if a student learns
better in a one-on-one teaching situation or In a grobp
teaching situation.

* * *.
And If they can tell if students- learn better in a highly
structured and reasonably demanding situation or in a
less structured and less demanding situation.

* *
In addition to observing, they can ask questions. ''

* * *
They can ask the student questions about how he learns
best and how he likes for information to be processed for
learning,

* * *
And they can question the student about learning pace,
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Anti lly by collecting information on the -best way
students learn; vocational education personnel are in a
position to consult With diagnostic specialists on the best
day stucWnts can be tested.

. * * *
we can see. vocationaliedue,ation personnel have an

portant role in olltairditig answers to all three questipns.
* * *

What date the student 'S119tAct do?" What can the stu-
dent .027 And "how to' teach The student?

It is woo obvious; that to pOrtray this -rote effectively; ye-
cational' edUcation personnel need to be able to com-
municate abc4it assessment problems and deal with as-
sessment data. .

* * *
This means that vocational education personnel must
learn from those who know.-

. * 1 .*
Here are=people who can help you mnderstandessess-
ment InforMation and _ they can.help youde4;with-handi-
capped students' problems.

. . * * *
Counselors can help you understand and deal with social
factors such as how the home situation may be affecting'
the student: _ _* * *
Special education personnel can help you in diScovering
and understandingdifferent learning modes and i:'kdeter-
mining the best learning mode of a particular student.

* * *
Diagnosticiansican help you understand different types of
testing systems and how tests are interpreted.

* * *
School psychologists on help you understand and deal
with students' emotional problems which may be Interfer-
ing with the learning process.

*_ * *,
And there are a wide range of outside specialists serving
the handicapped, who can give guidance when students
have extreme neurological and perceptual problems.

* * *
Now let us participate In a team activity exercise.

* * *
This exercise will deal with some of the problems that
vocational educators face in assessing handicapped stu-
dents.

' MODULE 4: Placement

NARRATOR: This is the fourth module in the program
entitled "Including the Handicapped : -This module tells
about placing handicapped skidents in an educational
environment that is appropriate to their needs.

* * *
NARRATOR: In most model programs, another step to-
ward integrating handicapped students is working out an
organized placement process.

* * *
NARRATOR:_Th placement process satisfiec majoris
requirement in Public Law 94-142.

* * *
NARRATOR: According to the law, every handl pped
youth has the right to a "free appropriate public -
tion."

° * * *
NARRATOR: wtfat does "appropriate" mean? Why
isn't the law more specific? ;

* * *
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NARRATOR Perhaps Congress recognized that each
handicapped student's "appropriate" education is differ-
ent, each student needs to have the word "appropriate"
defined Individually.

* * *
NARRATOR: To make sure that each students needs
are considered individually; the law requires that schools
determine what each student's needs are, develop an
individualized program for each student, and place each
student in his or her appropriate program.

* * *
NARRATOR: Many programs have organlpd these re-
quirements into a placement process with de/trine steps to
follow.

* * *
NARRATOR: Perhaps the best way to understand this
placement process is to see how the steps work for one
handicapped student.

* * *
NARRATOR: Let's look at Carl, who's studying regu-
lar classroom:

* * *-

NARRATOR: Carl is having problems keeping up with
the demi, even though his teacher has tried many ways to
help him. She's beginning to wonder if she can help Carl at
all.

NARRATOR: This is the first step in the placement pro-
cess. Someone, generally the teacher, must recognize



that -a sftrdent has_ a problem, and that the problem re- °
quires special attention.

* * *
NARRATOR: Carle teather makes an appointment to
talk over his problem with the school diagnottician or
counselor. She explainsto the counselor what Carl's prob-
lem is, and what she has done to help.

* * * ,

NARRATOR: This IS the second Step In the placement
process ... to seek help from professionals.

* *
NARRATOR: The diagnostician then contacts Carl's
parents and asks their permission to help Carl. The diag-
nostician also explains CIO'S rights and reSpOndibilltieS
und,r due process. The law requires that this be done.

* * -#
NARRATOR: Involving parents and getting their consent
is the third step in the placement ow:ma.

* * *7
NARRAT R: After ge the consent of Carl's parents,
the dlagn stician evala Carl's Interests; aptitudes and

* * *
NARRATO : This evaluation is the fourth step in the
process: If arrsevaluation indicates that he has a Nandi-
cap then he is eligible for special services.

* * *
NARRISTOR: Can's appropriate eddcation it now turned
over to the Admission_s, Review,end Dismissal Commit-
tee. This committee must officially recognize Carl as a
student eligible for special services:

* * *
NARRATOR: This is the fifth step in the placement pro=
cess; what we might call the official recognition.

* *
NARRATOR: NoW that Clui is eligible for special serv-
ices, the next step in'the prObefit is to deVelop a written
individualized educationaLplan or what is generally re-
ferred to as an I.E.P.,

* *
NARRATOR: Carl's written plan will be a team effort de-
yeloped by an I.E. P. committee chosen by the lotal
school district.

* * *
NARRATOR: According to federal law; the I.E.P. Corn,
mittee must InclUde a local district administrator, Carl's
teacher or teachers, his parents or guardian, and if poSsi-
ble,_Cart himself. Local policy might require additional
members:

* *
NARRATOR: Vocational teachers should realize that this
is their opportunity to participate in Cerra I.E.P. program.

NARRATOR: HOWeVer before Carl's committee meats;
all members Should becoMe familiar with his recOrds,hla
diagnostic data; and the vocational courses available to
him:

* * *
NARRATOR: During the meeting, members will discuss
certain key components In Carl's plan.

* * *
NARRATOR: They will discuss Carl's present level of
performance, the goals he will pursue, the special serv-
ices he will receive, how much he will participate in regular
education; and how his achievement will be evaluated.

* * * .
NARRATOR: Let's look at each key component that
makes up Carl's plan.

* (*
NARRATOR: First the LE.P. Committee must indicate
Carl's present level of perforMance.

*_ * *
NARRATOR: Too this, they must discuss Carl's
acadeinic skills, social skills, physical skills and vo-
cational potential.

* * .*
NARRATOR: The diagnostician who evaluated Cadwill
help the committee decide what to write on the I.E.P.
concerning Carl's skills.

* * -*
ARRATOR: Next,the I.E.P_Committee must decide on

term objectives.
art's goals and objectives. They will determlbannual

goals as well as short
* * *

NARRATOR: An annual goat for Cart might be "To ac-
quire skills necessary for employment as an apprentiCe in
a small engine repair shop."

* *
NARRATOR:: Andshort term objectives would be to know
the parts.of a shelll engine; to be able to_demonstrate
routine preventive maintenance, to locate sour s of
trouble when a small engine fails to operate prope ,And
to be ablejo repair a small engine:

* *
NARRATOR: Next the I.E.P. Committee must specify the
special services Carl will need If he is to achieve his
annual goals and short range objectives, and hOW thede
services will be provided.

* *
NARRATOR: For students like Carl, special services
may include large print textbooks, captioned films; Inter-
preters, equipment modifications or special orthopedit
devises.

* * *
NARRATOR: Special educatiOn teachers will be able to
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structure the special services to help Carl achieve his goal
and objectives.

4

* * *
NARRATOR: Next, the committee must write down the
extent to which Carl will participate in regular education.

* * *
NARRATOR: Thid Will depend on Carl's ability and on the
course he is taking

* * *
NARRATOR: And, the last thing the-committee must do is
develop guidelines for evaluating Carl's achievement.

* * *
NARRATOR: The evaluation should include data that
documents Carts- performance on each objective-and
criteria that determine when he has achieved these °bled-
eves. 0

* * *
NARRATOR: Carl's Individualized Educational-Program
is the sixth and final step In the placement process. Carl is
now in an educational environment appropriate to his
needs. All,that remains Is to evaluate his progress.

* * *
NARRATOR: Although federal law requires that Carl's
I.E.P. bereviewedet least annually, local districts usually
do so quarterly. This review is necessary in order to
monitor Carl's progress.* * *
NARRATOR: The A.R.D. Committee must also evaluate
whether Carl's educational goals are appropriate and
whether Carl's educational plan is meeting hls needs.

* * *
NARRATOR: If indicated,- the A.R.D. Committee may
modify Carl's plan or even dismiss him from special serv-
ices.

* * *
NARRATOR: Now let us participate in team actl
will find the exercise for the activity at the end b1.Mpdule
Four-irt the participant's text. "

* * *
NARRATOR:',Thle exercise deals with placernent. It Will
provide you with an opportunity to place a handicapp
student in an appropriate educational environment.

NODULE 5: Insights'
NARRATOR This is the fifth module in the program
entitled "Including the-Handlcapped." This module is con-
cerned with 'providing insights into the problems and
needs of students with handicapping conditions:

*
NARRATOR: In meat model programs an Important step
on the ladder for integrating handicapped students is to
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provide teachers, staff members and sometimes peers
with insights and information about handicapping cokli-
Hons.

* *
NARFAfOR:-.Tbis-information helps people analyze their
attitUdes and feelinks about the handicapped and helps/
create a supportive environment for handicapped stu-
dents In the clatsroom.

* ft( *
NARRATOR: Although it isuerely talked about, many
people in education are actdally afraid of Students with
'certain types of handicaps.

* ;*
NARRATOR: Many of us feel uneasy around students
whoare blind, who are deaf, who are physically did-abled
or who are .mentally retarded.

* _* * \

NARRATOR: These :students have visible_handicap
and to many of us they appear strange and different

* * . *
-

NARRATOR: 'When students have visible handicaps, we
tend to focus on the -handicap and not the student. The
handicap looms larger than the student.

*- *- *
RATOR: While we tend to be fearful of students with

visible handicaps, we tend to be Impatient with students
who have Invisible handicaps.

* *
NARRATOR: Some of_ these students might have learn-
ing disabilities or may be emotionally disturbed. ,i

* * *
NARRATOR: When students have invisible handicaprg
we tend to focus on the student end not the handicap. We
tend to treat them as if they have no handicap at all.

* * *
NARRATOR: Perhaps one reason we act this way is that
we are unfamiliar with the world in which the handicapped
students live.

* *
NARRATOR: Perhaps one way we can become more
familiar with the problems of students-With visible and
invisible handicaps is to let them' tell us about their prob-
lems in their own words.

* * *
NARRATOR: This is Mary. Mary has a visible handicap.
She is blind.

* * .*
MARY: You want to hear abou t my wofld. Good! I've been
learning about your world all my life.

* *
MARY: The first thing I can tell yoLi Is that I don't want you
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to feiA sorry for me or feel that I am mining something:
Blindness is normal to me.

* *
MARY: Bytheway.ltun not totally blind. Very few people .
are totally blind: I can, see light and shadows.

* * *
MARY: They tell Me I probably see things like you see on
this slide ... shadows and outlines of !tot. I don't know
whether I see color or not; since I don't really know what
color is:

* * *
MARY: l_guess some of my biggeitprotAems are in mov-
ing around; locating myself as to just where I 'am, and
detertining color:

* *
MARY: I've Worked Out all Bette Of wayt to solve these
problem I- count steps, I know where key objects are
located in a room.

* * * i.
MARV: At hunts My clothes ere arranged in rify,closet

. with browns on the left, blues'in the middle an_ d grays on
the right. I have trouble with ctifferent colored socks
though.

* * . A
MARY: One of the problems I have s

f
figuring out shapes.'

sizes and distance.
* * *$ .,

MARY: I have a hard time: figuring out the length of a
blot* or a Mile: or figuring out the size of this. room.

*
MARY: Because of this I sometimes" talk real IOW. Th081
call ite "broadcast voice." Italk loud because I don't know
how big the room is or where people are located.

* * _*
MARY: I guess one Of the problem's a blind person has
with_other_people is that they don't knoil how other peOple
are reacting to them.

* * *
MARY: I haVo learned that people will accept me better if I
will keep my eyes open, and face them when they are
talking'. This Isn't easy to do.

* *-
MARY: Sometimes; Lguessbecaose rm not facing them
or have my eyealitiut. people talk to me real loucl:611ke I
was deaf or something, and sometimes they treat Me Ilke
I'm retarded.

-*- * -*_
MARY: It Melly gets me when people think Idoe't even
know my own name and will ask my friend who I am.

* * *
MARY: Sometimes I get bored just sIttingIn class. Other

students take:notes; read the roc)
sometimes rock back and use I
physical activity.

MARY: You- know_, sight is;_n
channel. but it ts the channel t the
Information we j et by touch &id our key.fb
pu tting thlrigS !Nether.* 4 _=

MARY:- Because olthis,'Iget a logotdIstortion
can't _see the:Infor'AatiOrr on e ckboard-
see the teacher's gestUces.

*
MARY:- Andil have ahard ti e Underiltandirig some Otth
words and concepUr use like in and out," "b.Vei-,
and under.." and "before andfifter." .

k. * * * 4
MARY: ApparengyslIghted,people leardthese thinVI by'-
seeing. For me to learn, I have to feel thingS happen.

* * *
'MARY:: Most of my teachers regiize that I learn _y: t rch- '
Inland hearing, and make It easy for me. They ch
s that I'm not distorting meanings.

* * *
Y: There's one thing I-know about myself. If given a

thence I can learn just about anything other people can
learn. I just have to work harder:

* * *
NARRATOR: NoW thet Mary has told us something atioUt
the world in which she Oyes let's let Joe tell us about his
World. Joe has Invisible handicap. -Joe has a learning
dliabliitY.

* * *
JOE:: My_world? Well, peoplg tell me that I am handl=
capped, that I have a visual learning disability.

* * *
JOE: It's not that I'm not smart.- I can take clocks apat,
and put them back together. I can do all sorts of things. I
just see the world differently from other people.

* * *.
JOE: My problem Is that I can't read: I can't read like other
people.

* * *
JOE: See the blackboard fiver there ?_ The teacher's put
the subject up that we are going to talk about today.

* .* *
JOE: This Is the Way it loekt to me: You want to now
what it says.? It says "power equipment maintenance."

* * *
JOE: You know how I know? I asked someone and I ,

memorized it,



* *
JOE: 'That's something I'm OrettY gOod at. I can even
Memorize textbooks. My motheChelpsloe.

;. * * *
JOE: I uses to f Cool teachers m_y merefOrizft. They would
think they were correcting me for word I missed in
reeding. but They were really correcting my memory.

* * *
JOE: You know, my brother is younger than I arn. He
.takes_pages of notes in schOol that he reads.later. It
amazes ?le that he can do this.

-
7-

1
* * *

JOE: But I have workecut some symbols [use. They are
sort of jike pictures. It helps me memorize. My father says I
hays my own language.

* * *
JOE: These pictures and symbols really help me be-
cause when I see a word, I can't tell what the word repre-
sents like you do.

*
JOE: Take a word like hammer. -.I understand that when
other people see the word 4t always looks the same, the
lettersrare always in 4he same sequence.

* * *
JOE: This is not the case tor me. When I see the word
hammer, it isn't always the same. The way theletters are
set up changes from or time to the next. One time I
might see "ermmah."

* * *
And the next time I might see "ahmerm."

* *
JOE: Another thing that happens when I try to read a
-word or letter is that they just fade away 'like they are
becoming invisible.

* * *
OE: Sometimes the symbols_ I write out to dedOde

words do the same thing. They just fade away like they
were written with invisible ink.

* * . *
JOE: J understand That my- problem is one of the common
Darning problems that people have:

* * *
40E: Other students have problems putting sounds to-
g_ether, determining what is "left" and what Is "right" or
remembering the order of things such as the diris.of the
week.

* * *
JOE: There's one thing I'm glad I learned al:it:kit-myself
though. I can learn by listening. That's why I use a tape
recorder to record what goes on in class insteadof taking
notes:

*A/0

JOE: There's another thing I'm glad about. I'm glad other
people now understand I have a problem and that I'm not
just lizy like they used to think.

* *
NARRATOR: We have seen a few highlights from
world of Mary and 4pe. The text will give you additional
information about these and other handicaps. .

* * *
NARRATOR: Now let us participate in a team activity.
You will find the exercise for this activity at the end of
Module Five in the participant's text.

* *
NARRATOR: lo this exercise you will have an opportu-
nityto experience some of theroroblems that handicapped
students encounter in learning situations.

MODULE- 6: Skill*
NARRATOR: This is the sixth module in the prograM
entitled "Including the Handicapped." This module
provides information about skills for teaching handi-
capped students.

* *2 *
NARRATOR: In most nidel programs, another step on
the ladder for IntegratingbandlcaPPPd students is to de-
velop teaching-strategies that are appropriate for these .
students.

* *
NARRATOR: These strategies involve changes
teachers have to make when presenting information in
order to adapt to the needs of handicapped students.

* *
NARRATOR: In one sense, the function of a teather is for
provide information and the function of the student is to a.
receive, process and use information.

* * *
NARRATOR: That is, the teather teaches and the stu-
dent learns.

* *
NARRATOR:_Provisling infornialion is not too difficultif
the students have all their resources for receiving, pro.
ceasing and using Information.

* * *
NARRATOR: But if students are handicapped, teaching
is more difficult because moin_handicaps In some way limit
or distort_the student's ability to receive, process and "act
upon" Information.

NAIWTOR: An easy way to thillk of problems caused
bybandicaps is to compare the student's mind to a com-
puter.
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NARRATOR: Tornon-ftandiCIWINd students-this mental
Mertputer Is able to receive:information; process it; and
PrOdUte an output With relative ease.* i
NARRATOR: Most handicapped students, however,
have difficulty either with' Input, processing or output.

* -* * _

NARRATOR: To successfully teeth handicapped stu-
dents. teachers have to adjust thOr teachirtg strategies to

tudents' input brpciltssing and output problems.
v* * 11* ,

ARATOR: Let* first look at how can adjust
thr teachingstrateglesforidtdentt with input prOblems,

' . * -

NARRATOR; Each student's mental computer has three
separate 1:hairnets for receiving information.

* * *-
NARRATOR: These are the visual or seeing channel, the
auditory -or hearing_cbannel, and the tactile/kinesthetic or
the touching and muscle sense channel.

NARRATOR: This means that students input information
by seeing, hearing and touching.

* * *
NARRATOR: For handicapped studentst one or_mdre of
these Input chatlnels,rnay be impairedlo different de-
grees, or absent.

NARRATOR : -Some- students have viSbal input handl-
clips which either prevent them from receiving visual in-
formation or distort the Information they do receive.

* * *
,,,NARRATOR; Other students have hearing_ handicaps
-4Vrhich either preventrem from iriptling auditory informa-
tion or distort the Information third° input.

* * * ,..

NARRATOR: And some students have handicaps in their
touch and muscle sense which makes It difficult for them
to distinguish textures, pick up objects and recognize the
amount of force it takes to do something.

* -*
NARRATOR:-Many input problems can be solved by
teachers simply by programming information n such a
way that students are able to_receive it.

NARRATOR This P res that
the teitchere corn channeiand substi-
lute for a blocked ahaf,1

:

NARRATOR: For example, if the student's handicap is

80

such that one input channel is limited, the teacher can
compensate for the handicap by using teaching aids.

* * *
NARRATOR: These teaching aids are such things as
large letters for students With vision problems and tape
recorders and oral tests for students who have trouble
reading.

* *
NARRATOR: If the student's input channel is completely

_blocked, the teacher can program information for the stu-
dent to receive through the remaining open channels.

* * *
NARRATOR: For the blind student, visual information
should be spoken so the student can receive through the
headng_channel, an the touch channel should also be
used _so the student receives as -much information as
possible.

* * *
NARRATOR: For the hearing impaired student, informa-
tion that is usually provided by sounds and spoken words
rust be provided visually or tactuak.,

* * *
NARRATOR: To suce;esfully teach students who have

handicaps, the best strategy is to Ns/ be sure stu-
Sceive information through available senses.

4 '
NARRATOR: A second problem teachers may encounter
with handicapped students relates to the processing of
information.

* *
NARRATOR. Some handicapped students are able to
receive information through all three input channels; but
have difficulty processing the Information once it is re-
ceived.

* * **
NARRATOR: For example, some studwits have difficulty
processing information into their memory bank or retriev-
ing it at will.

* *
NARRATOR: ey may have difficulb/ with Sequencing,
sorting, or class ng information into catesories. With
this problem; the iculty may be with auditory inform
lion, visual, Informa on, tactile information, or combina-
tions of all three.

NARRATOR: These processing problems, are storage
and retrieval problems.

* * *
NARRATOR: To help students with processing handi-
caps teachers can program information in such a way that
it is easier to process. -'
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NARRATOR: For example, teachers can sort information
Info categories tiefore presenting It to the students,
thereby making detours around the problem.

* * *
NARRATOR: Mother strategy is to breakJnformation
down into steps and teach one step at a time. These steps
may b4 smaller than the steps normally used for non-
handicapped students.

* *
NARRATOR : A third strategy involves repetition.
Thitaigh repetition, students with a processing problem
may be able to retain more of the information that is
received.

.* * *
NARRATOR: A fourth strategy for students with process-
ing problems is to find the student's best processing
channel and to prernt Information through that channel.

* *- *
NARRATOR: If the student processes best vtsually; the
student should see the Information: If the student pro-
cesses information best auditorally, the student should
hear the information, if the student processes best kines-
thetically, "hands on" training is needed.

* * t*
NARRATOR: A third area Where teachers encounteedif-
ficulties in-teaching handicapped students relates to Mu-
dent output. ,

* * *
NARRATOR: Some handicapped students have difk
culty translating information they do receive and process.
Their muscles and bodies won't do What they want them'to
do.

* * *
NARRATOR: Others have difficulty providing output in
terms of speech and language.

* * *
NARRATOR: Teaching strategies in the. area of output
handicaps are very important since output is the major
way we measure student learning and skill development.

* * *
NARRATOR: The best strategy is to help the student
produce a constantly improving output This requires
realistic expectations, tolerance, and a system of re-
wards.

* * *
NARRATOR: Having realistic expectations concerning

the student's output capabilitiet is important becauseek-
Pectatforia will influence the student's output efforts.

* * *
NARRATOR: If teacher expectations are "too high" the
student may sense Ware and cease to try.

* 7t *
NARRATOR: if teacher expectations are "too low" 'the
student may lose the motivation to try.

* * *
NARRATOR: It is also important for teachers to be re-
!axed, tolerant, and nor)-threatening when output efforts
are made by studentg.

*- *
NARRATOR: Every effock should be made to avoid an
atmospiwre of constant 4Paluatioh which only tends to

`'compound the student's handicap.
* ,* * .

NARRATOR: Finally,ifielmwrtant fo reward the st enl
for successes and for progress, oward Success. is Is
esptdally true when handicapped students ar inte-
grated into classes where they compete and inter ct with
non-handicapped students.

* *
NARRATOR: At the beginning of this unit, we said that
the function of the teacher is to teach and the function of
the student is to learn.-

* * *
NARRATOR: For the handicapped student toileam, this
means the teacher must help the student get good infor-
mation input. * * *
NARRATOR: Help the student process this iiiput on his
or her mental computer.

* * *
NARRATOR: And encourage the student to constantly
improve -the quality of output.

- * * *
NARRATOR: Now fat's participate In a team activity. You
will find the exercise for the activity at the end of Module
Six in the participant text.

* * *
NARRATOR: This exercise will provide you with an op-
portunity to develop teaching atrategies.for teaching hand-
icapped students.


